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313197 GARY WEAN
We are in a terrible fix-here
is where we stand.
The Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City was blownup; Americans,
women, children and men were killed and
maimed in the terrifying explosion.
We all know the fearful
count, we have heard it, seen it and thought of it a million
times. Someone must hate us with a bitterness far beyond our
comprehension-you
will learn who and why. It goes back a
long, long time.
In 1947, half a century ago, as a Los Angeles policeman I
busted a Black drug peddler, “Black-Dot McGee”. He was the
main distributor
of cocaine and heroin in Watts, South Los
Angeles.
McGee copped ‘out; he worked for a corrupt L.A.
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policeman, Sgt. Thomas Bradley in Newton Street Division. Bradley was the
boss of all drug operations in Watts. Anyone stupid enough to start up competition was harshly rubbed out-usually
a free trip to Georgia Street Receiving Hospital and a year in a jail cell.
[Please

see Cocaine-Heroin
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DR. AL OVERHOLT
BLAST

OFF

Excerpted
from
THE SPOTLIGHT, 3/10/97,
[quoting:]
Florida lawmakers, led by Rep. Dave Weldon (R),
“plunged into an alls_ut effort.. .to sell Cape Canaveral
to the Israelis,” said the Miami Herald. Israel wants to
launch Israeli-built Shavit rockets from the United
States to place commercial satellites into orbit. Launching the satellites from Israel has been hampered by
tight security restrictions in the Middle East, according
to published reports.
The Clinton White House is
ambivalent on foreign rocket launchings from U.S.
soil. [End quoting]
It’s surprising Bill hasn’t already cashed it in. No
thing or no one is safe around him.
WARNING

FOR

UK

CATHOLICS

Excerpted
from
THE SPOTLIGHT, 3/10/97,
[quoting:]
A new secret surveillance proposal, known as the
Police Bill, being considered by the British Parliament,
came under attack from the Roman Catholic Church
which said it was “greatly concerned” that it would lead
to the bugging of confessionals. If passed, the measure
would give the police powers for the first time to use
“intrusive surveillance” in the form of cameras and
bugging devices in priests’ presbyteries and confessionals, as well as any vehicle or building so long as a
chief constable regarded it as a necessary means of
monitoring a suspected “serious criminal”. [End quot-

iw31
Do you really think that anything said in the confessionals has always been private?? How long has it
been since top leaders of religions have been ethical
and honest??
GIVE

US

YOUR

SCUM

Excerpted
from
THE SPOTLIGHT, 3/10/97,
[quoting:]
Nearly 72,000 individuals became citizens last year
despite having criminal records-some
for crimes as
serious as rape-murder, child molestation, assault or
drug trafficking-a
Justice Department review of immigration records has found. At least 180,000 others
were granted citizenship without undergoing complete
criminal background checks, according to figures provided to Congress by Assistant Attorney General
Stephen Colgate. [End quoting]
More thugs to help Billy Boy and the NW0 gangsters control you with terror.
U.K.
REPORT:
SHOULD
GET

11 YEAR-OLDS
FREE
CONDOMS

Excerpted
from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL,
2/16/97, [quoting:]
Children in Britain as young as 11 should be
offered free condoms and sex education in an effort to
reduce the nation’s high rate of teenage pregnancies, a
health advisory body recommended Saturday. Several
members of Parliament were outraged at the report by
the National Health Service Center for Reviews and
Dissemination, which said that telling young people to
say no to sex or wait until they were married simply did
not work. Britain has the highest teenage pregnancy
rate in Europe. [End quoting]
When parents become good parents the problem
will be solved and not until.
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JURY

shine upon instances of the jury’s exercise of its
prerogative to disregard instructions of the judge;
for example, acquittals under the fugitive slave law.”
(4731- 2d1113) [End quoting]
If the fully informed jury laws could be given to
all jurors, we probably would see much more positive
results in the courts.

INFORMED

Excerpted from THE FULLY INFORMED JURY, a
flyer, (for information l-800-TEL-JURY), [quoting:]
True or false? When you sit on a jury, you may vote
on the verdict according to your own conscience.
“TRUE, you say-and you’re right. But then...
1. Why do most judges tell you that you may
consider “oaly the facts”-that
you are not to let your
conscience, opinion of the law, or the motives of the
defendant affect your decision7
In a trial by jury, the judge’s job is to referee the
trial and provide neutral legal advice to the jury, beginning with a full and truthful explanation of a juror’s
rights and responsibilities.
But judges rarely “fully inform” jurors of t&&r
rights, especially their power to judge the law itself and
to vote on the verdict according to conscience. Instead,
they end up assisting the prosecution by dismissing any
prospective juror who will admit to knowing about this
right-starting
with anyone who also admits having
qualms with the law.
We can only speculate on why: Distrust of the
citizen jury? Disrespect for the idea of government “of,
by, and for the people”? Unwillingness to part with
power? Ignorance of all the rights and powers that
trial jurors necessarily acquire upon assuming the responsibility of judging a case? Actual concern that
trial jurors might “misuse” their power if told about it?
2. How can people get fair trials if the jurors are
told they can’t use their consciences?
Many people don ‘t get fair trials. Too often, jurors
actually end up apologizing to the person they’ve convicted-or
to the community for acquitting when evidence of guilt seems perfectly clear.
Something is definitely wrong when the jurors feel
ashamed of their verdict. They should never have to
explain “I wanted to use my conscience, but the judge
made us take an oath to apply the law as given to us, like
it or not.”
Too often, jurors who try to vote their consciences
are talked out of it by other jurors who don’t know
their rights, or who believe they are required to reach a
unanimous verdict because the judge “said so”.
If jurors were supposed to judge “only the facts”,
their job could be done by computer. It is precisely
because people have feelings, opinions, wisdom, experience, and conscience that we depend upon jurors, not
upon machines, to judge court cases.
wken it’s your turn to serve, remember:

1. You may-and should-vote
your conscience;
2. You cannot be forced to obey a “juror’s
oath”;
3. It is your responsibility to “hang” the jury
with your vote if you disagree with the other jurors!
Why

Haven’t
Rights”

I Heard About
Before
Now?

“Jury

In the late 18OOs, powerful special-interest groups
inspired a series of judicial decisions which tried to
limit jury rights. While no court has yet dared to deny
that juries can “nullify” or “veto” a law, or can bring in
a “general verdict”, some-hypocritically-have
held
that jurors need not be told about these rights!
Today it’s a rare and courageous attorney who will
risk being cited for contempt for telling jdrors their
powers without first obtaining the judge’s app’roval.
However, jury veto power is still recognized.
In
1972 the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals held that the
trial jury has an ‘I...unreviewable and irreversible
power...to acquit in disregard of the instruction on
the law given by the trial judge. The pages of history

THE

END OF THE
CHAPTER,
NOT
THE BOOK

The lack of American
concern
will assure
that America
is probably
going to get the
future it deserves.

Excerpted from Media Bypass Magazine, Colorado
state Senator Charles Duke’s column, March 1997,
[quoting: ]
For those who have read and commented &out this
column, let me say how deeply grateful I am for your
support. For those editors who have withstood its
contents, I am truly appreciative of your courage, which
is the appropriate word. A simpler and less complicated word would not apply
Through this column, I have tried over the years to
be a witness and to document the constitutional violations of those in office, both at the state and federal
level. Most who took the trouble to read it have
appreciated the stands I have taken for truth, honor,
and justice. Some have, of course, used this column
against me, twisting and distorting the words and
phrases to something that was not at all intended. I will
not judge these latter people. That is an exercise left for
others.
If you read this column regularly, you also know
that I go to great lengths to not personalize my columns. This one has undoubtedly not escaped your
notice that it is different. It is intended to be a personal
communication from me to you.
While it is more or less a trademark of mine to not
mince words, you have probably gathered that I am
leading up to something in a roundabout way. This has
been one of my more difficult columns, not to gather the
thoughts, but to actually commit the words to paper.
You see, this is my last regularly schedqled column.
There may, on occasion, be future articles about
one thing or another that 1 believe worthy of your time.
Hopefully, these will relate to events that are current
and sufficiently controversial to merit public debate.
This particular column will be appropriately controversial and there will be those who disagree with its
premise, some perhaps strongly.
Nothing would be
better than for the entire country to disagree and be
motivated to prove me wrong.
It is my belief that we have now reached the point
of diminishing returns in our battle to restore the
Constitution.
We would serve each other better to
spend our time and energy learning how to survive in a
country devoid of freedom, which is, I believe, the
unstated goal of powerful interests who are now running our nation, both politically and economically.
You may not at this time share this belief with me, but
the day may come very soon when you will.
In several previous columns, I went on record
stating that 1996 was a critical year and that the only
known peaceful solution to reclaiming our Constitution
was a public outcry for that at the November elections.
While there were some notable exceptions, on balance
the status quo won in November. In Colorado, every
legislator candidate for re-election who had a strong
unconstitutional record was returned.
Since carrying the nation’s first Tenth Amendment
Resolution three years ago, my life has indeed been
very different in both positive and negative ways. I do
not wish to dwell on those occurrences, which have
been considerable, and which have been directed at me.
Suffice it to say that I have a much more real and
personal appreciation now for what happened to the
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signers of our Declaration of Independence.
More important than the attacks against me has
been the dissolution of the many support groups that
have helped us, not only in the Tenth Amendment
battle, but also the defeat of the Conference of States
(CO!?). This COS broadside attack on our Constitution
will return in some other form and should, this time, be
successful. There are not now enough people who care
about our Constitution to present a respectable defense.
This has come about, partly by design, through the
deliberate miseducation by the K-12 teaching establishment of our Constitution and related documents.
This has also come about because many patriots are
now weary from an almost superhuman effort to raise
constitutional issues with little or no results from our
government. Powerful interests have stolen everything
in America that was of value. The ultimate responsibility for allowing this theft belongs to the people who
stood idly by in an idyllic dream while the values that
our Founding Fathers shed blood and died for were
pilfered from them right under their noses.
Benjamin Franklin said, “They that can give up
essential liberty to obtain a little temporary safety
deserve neither liberty nor safety.” The lack of American concern will assure that America is probably going
to get the future it deserves.
1 have always strived to tell you the truth, some
would say, to a fault. You may rest assured that I will
continue to do that as long as humanly possible. As the
final chapter closes on The Great Experiment, some of
us reaffirm the admonition that it is dangerous to be
right when the government around you is wrong. [End
;luoting]
No doubt, one of the biggest reasons the vote last
year was so discouraging is not the individuals who did
or did not vote but the fact that many good people knew
the. vote was fixed before they went to the polls.
The answer, Senator Duke, is not to give up, but
turn to God for help and keep working as if we will get
it turned around.

ton, the leader of the team whose report is being
published today in the journal Science.
Taubenberger and other researchers hope that understanding the genetic code of the Spanish flu virus
might help scientists prepare for the next influenza
pandemic, which many scientists think is coming soon.
[End quoting]
It is quite probable that the flu in 1918 was a
deliberate killing of humans by the Elite. They disZersed smallpox among the Indians by giving them
blankets laced with it in the 1800s.

SCIENTISTS
MATERIAL
FLU
THAT

DISCOVER
GENETIC
FROM
SPANISH
KILLED
MILLIONS

From THE NEW YORK TIMES, 3/??/97, [quoting:]
A group of Defense Department researchers has
found genetic material from the notorious Spanish flu
virus that killed at least 20 million people in the
influenza pandemic of 19 18.
Fragments of the virus were found lurking in a
formaldehyde-soaked
scrap of lung tissue from a 21year-old soldier at Fort Jackson, SC., who died of the
flu nearly 80 years ago. And now, medical experts say,
investigators at last hope to answer a question that has
troubled them for decades: what made this virus so
deadly?
The search for the 1918 virus is of more than
historical interest said Dr. Jeffrey K. Taubenberger at
the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology in Washing-
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TERROR
AT CABLE
CONVENTION:
RUPERT
MURDOCH’S
LATEST
PLANS

TV

Excerpted from The Orlando Sentinel, 3117197,
[quoting:]
Space: The final frontier?
Whether or not Murdoch is a Star Trek fan, his plan
to beam hundreds of TV channels-including
local
stations-directly
into people’s homes via satellite
leaves cable television executives, gathered for a convention here this week, wishing somebody would beam
him up.
Already, Murdoch’s latest venture-a
$1 billion
stake in a Denver-based direct broadcast satellite company-is being referred to as the “Death Star”.
Even Wall Street thinks the combination
of
EchoStar Communications with ASkyB, the nascent
satellite television business of Murdoch’s News Corp.,
makes a potentially formidable competitor to the $25
billion cable industry. Cable stocks plunged 8 to 10
percent after Murdoch’s Feb. 24th announcement.
Kenneth Goldman, a money manager who watches
media companies for Entermedia Growth Partners of
Denver said consumers can expect more viewing choices
than ever.
Telephone companies have scaled back plans to
compete head-to-head with local cable systems. And
microwave-delivered “wireless cable” has yet to evolve
into the competitor policy makers had hoped. But
direct broadcast satellite TV is cable’s biggest nightmare.
“Cable is worried because Rupert Murdoch has
shown a willingness to lose gobs of money to build new
businesses. He takes big risks,” Goldman said.
“The Murdoch deal restores a cloud of competition
that seemed to be waning over the cable industry.”
Of the 100 million U.S. homes with television,
about 65 million have cable. Just 4.5 million households have direct-broadcast satellite TV, but the industry could grow to 2 1 million customers by 200 1, according to some projections. [End quoting]
No matter who:wins this battle I doubt if you will
see much in the way of program upgrading in the near
future. If we quit watching the raunchy shows we may
start getting improvements.
A WAY

TO

FIGHT

Psychologist
Wants
Gesture
For Road

‘ROAD

Universal

RAGE’
“I’m

Sorry”

Excerpted
from the Modesto
Bee, 3114197,
[quoting: J
Freeway driving is stressful enough without having
another driver cut you off, flash you with bright lights
or salute you with a raised middle finger.
The anger those gestures can trigger is called “road
rage”, according to Whittier psychologist
Arnold
Nerenberg.
People are literally driving themselves crazy, said
the 55-year-old Nerenberg, who wrote about the phenomenon.
“When you talk to people about it, they realize it’s
‘We knowhe didn’t discoverthat newvirus-we’& just naming
a very serious problem,” he said. “It distracts the
it after Rheinblstt because it looks like Rheinblatt.”
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person from driving safely and it endangers the subject,
the victim and the innocent bvstander.”
His pamphlet, “Overcomcng Road Rage: The loStep Compassion Program,” describes how to overcome
the anger.
Nerenberg breaks the disorder into two stages.
First, “road annoyance”, when drivers react angrily and become frustrated with traffic conditions.
They don’t act out their anger by screaming or seeking
revenge on the road. Their anger simmers inside,
waiting to reach the boiling point.
The second stage, “road rage”, is triggered when
someone is pushed to make an obscene gesture, often
tailgating a slower motorist or becoming obsessed with
another fast driver.
Nerenberg goes .for rides with some of his angrier
patients, watching them as they drive and interact with
other motorists, counseling them as their hostility escalates.
He said the secret to soothing road rage is for
motorists to apologize to each other. That is not as easy
as it sounds.
“If you get out of your car, the other person might
think you are going to attack, and might attack you back
or even shoot you,” he said.
He is proposing that state motor vehicle departments officially recommend a universal hand sign that
means “I’m sorry”, much like the left-turn and rightturn signs that are taught in rules-of-the-road guides.
“I think the sign should be placing the palm of the
hand upon the forehead,” Nerenberg said. “The unspoken meaning would be: ‘Ah! I’m sorry!’ If drivers
would be taught to put their palms to their foreheads
after evemgry
incident on the highway, it would
make the roads ttmch,safer places.”
He said he expects to hear soon whether the American Psychological Association will recognize road rage
as a psychological disorder.
Nerenberg, who’s been a licensed psychologist in
California since 1974, said he realized there was something more to freeway anger than heavy traffic after he
counseled a patient who came in to discuss her marital
woes. [End quoting]
A small step in the right direction is better than
none.
SEX

CHANGE
FAILS
THEORY

AFTER
ACCIDENT
TO TAKE;
CHANGED

Excerpted from Modesto Bee, 3/15/97, [quoting:]
A boy reared as a girl after his penis was irreparably damaged has rebelled and now lives as a man, which
doctors say suggests sexual identity may be an inborn
trait that can’t be manipulated.
Researchers became aware of the man after a 1970
accident in which the then-g-month-old’s
penis was
accidentally destroyed during a cauterization to repair
a fused foreskin.
The boy’s doctors recommended that his family
raise him as a girl, and he underwent a sex-change
operation.
The change was initially th’ought to be a success,
according to a 1973 account by Johns Hopkins University sexologist Dr. John Money.
Money said the boy adjusted well to becoming a
girl, observations that were used to support the idea
that infants are more or less sexually neutral at birth
and as they are raised as either boys or girls they
develop their sexuality.
But researchers who did a follow-up study published in the March issue of Archives of Pediatrics and
Adolescent Medicine said that wasn’t the case, adding
that Money no longer agrees with his earlier findings.
Money declined to discuss the case, saying he does
not have the man’s permission.
According to the follow-up study, the child began
to realize between ages 9 and 11 that he was not
biologically a girl.
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As a young.child, he had rejected dolls and tried to
urinate standing up, researchers said.
Classmates also teased him because he looked like
a boy.
At 14, after he had contemplated suicide, his parents told him what had happened and he stopped his
hormone therapy, underwent a mastectomy and chose
to live as a man.
Later, he had extensive surgery that partially restored his penis, and at age 25 he married a woman and
adopted her children.
Researchers Dr. Milton Diamond of the University
of Hawaii-Manoa
at Honolulu and Dr. H. Keith
Sigmundson of the Ministry of Health of Victoria,
British Columbia, say the case suggests that a sense of
being male or female is innate and immune to the
intervention of doctors. therapists and parents.
Diamond and Sigmundson plan to use their observations to call for changes in the treatment of babies
born with ambiguous genitalia, something that happens in about one in every 1,000 births.
Treatment now usually consists of designating them
female because it is more difficult to turn ambiguous
genitals into a penis than a vagina. [End quoting]
How many lives are to be ruined before so-called
experts wake up??
JAPAN

LEAK

N-PLANT

SUSPECT

SKIPS

BAIL

From the MODESTO BEE, 3112197, [quoting:]
The chief suspect in the biggest heroin shipment
ever seized in the United States-enough
to supply
every American addict for a month-has
skipped bail
in Thailand. A Thai court granted bail despite a U.S.
extradition request, and the United States urged Thai
authorities Tuesday to take Li Yun Chung back into
custody as soon as possible. Thai police said they fear
he already has fled to neighboring Burma, making it
extremely difficult to apprehend him. Li, also known
as Phongsak Rogjanasakul, has been at large since a
senior criminal court official granted him $200,000
bail Feb. 7, without notifying prosecutors or presiding
judges. [End quoting]
Surely, the authorities tried their very best to prevent his escape, especially the bosses who ended up
with the shipment. Isn’t it very convenient not to have
him talking in a court room, to cell mates or nosey
authorities who aren’t in on the cut.
LOST

AND

PROJECT

careful to stay clear of Mrs. Knight’s yard. Her husband had suffered several strokes and whenever he fell
out of his wheelchair orbed, Mrs. Knight called us over
to help her lift him. Besides that, she kept to herself,
and her gardening.
One day Guy threw my brand-new baseball right in
Mrs. Knight’s flowers! I tiptoed into her yard only to
have her burst onto the porch. “What are you doing?”
she demanded: I mumbled something, turned tail and ran.
My guilt came back to mc while Mrs. Knight showed
me the house for sale. Afterward, she invited me over
for lemonade. I politely obliged, hoping she wouldn’t
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reminisce about the time I ruined her flowers.
In her kitchen, she opened a drawer and pulled out
an aged baseball. “I found this in my flower bed years
ago,” she said. “When I needed strength I looked at it
and remembered the boys who had always been there
for my husband and me.” She tossed me the ball.
“Always know what a comfort you were.”
I keep that ball on my bookshelf, a reminder that
kindness outlives aggravation. -Joshua Edward Gates,
Corpus Christi, Texas [End quoting]
We never know what the consequences will be of a
wayward ball. & or &.

A REAL “LEGAL”
JESUS
DOLLAR
BILL

From EXAMINER Shopping Mart, [quoting:]

REVISED

Excerpted
from the MODESTO BEE, 3/16/97,
[quoting:]
The amount of radiation released in an accident
last week at a nuclear plant in northeastern Japan was
at least 10 times higher than initially reported by
authorities, the plant operator said Saturday.
The
correction was an embarrassment to the Power Reactor
and Nuclear Fuel Development Corp., or Donen. Donen
said it could not say exactly how much radiation was
released but insisted it was not a dangerous amount.
Two Japanese newspapers quoted Donen officials as
saying the amount could be as high as 29 times what
Donen first reported. [End quoting]
Proof again that the media will lie to you almost
everytime when they release radiation accidentally or
on purpose. And, ofcourse, about most everything else.
DRUG
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From ANGELS
ON EARTH, Mar./Apr. 1996,
Guideposts. 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY 10512,
(quoting:]
I had always wanted to settle down in my hometown. A house became available across the street from
my childhood home, but I was apprehensive about the
Realtor, our former neighbor, Mrs. Knight.
My brother, Guy, and I never could contain our
baseball playing to our own property.
But we were

A REAL,LWA
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The Four Horsemen
Editor’s
note:
The beginning of this series,
Article I, Section I, appeared in the l/16/96 CONTACT
on page 14. Here we continue with Nora’s research
on the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.

The Four Horsemen
Of The Apocalypse
The Fourth
(Green) Horseman
Article

V, Section

The Rio Earth Summit,

5
1992

The environmental movement (Green Horseman)
must be viewed in its international, political setting.
The Fourth World Wilderness Conference was held in
September of 1987 in Denver, Colorado. In it the Gro
Harlan Brundtland Report, which had been commissioned by the United Nations under the direction of
Maurice Strong, was first presented to an unsuspecting and uninformed group of “greenies”.
It became
the basis for the ongoing unfolding of the takeover of
our world using the environment as both camouflage
and excuse. The 1987 Conference was to be followed
by many others in preparation for the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro. According to Larry Abraham in
The Greening, the purpose of this “Summit” was to
provide “the political capacity to produce the basic
changes needed in our national and international economic agendas and in our institutions of governance
to ensure a secure and sustainable future for the world
community,” which changes were to be “fully integrated
into our economic and political life” by the “year 2012”.
The conditions for “sustainable development” include (quote):
(1) growth sufficient to meet human needs,
(2) a more equitable distribution of wealth among
nations,
(3) democracy and human rights,
(4) an economic system able to generate surpluses
on a sustainable basis (the Establishment’s counterfeit “free market” and “privatization”),
(5) international central planning,
(6) preserving resources (global control of all natural resources) and
(7) reducing population.
(End quote)
’
To keep things in perspective, it is necessary to
remember that Communist Russia has always held the
veto power over the Security Council of the United
Nations, and therefore is the essential head of it. [At
one time the U.S. also had such veto power, but no
longer.] It was soon after the Fourth Wilderness Conference in Denver (1987) that the supposed “cold war”
with Russia ended and Gorbachev became an “American” hero with his “Peristroika” and “glasnost” programs in Russia. The New York Times of December 6
& 7, 1988, reports on Mr. Gorbachev’s visit to New
York and the United Nations. Reporter Peter Lewis,
in his article, entitled “Soviets Taking A New Look At
The U.N.“, helps provide window dressing to the event:
“Mikhail Gorbachev’s address to the General Assembly Wednesday will symbolize the transformation
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’ ers at the London Group of Seven also urged the U.S.
to be ready with firm commitments. But Mr. Bush was
evasive; he doesn’t realize the pressure building.
C@yj$er
“Moscow’s new idea is not only an astonishing reversa1 of Soviet attitudes about international relations;
it goes beyond accepted notions of the limits of national sovereigntv and rules of behavior.
“Foreign Ministry offtcials say they are working
on a plan for a global code of environmental conduct.
Mosc-ow suggests a convention for all states to sign. It
in Moscow’s relations with the United Nations in the would have an aspect of world government, because it
would provide for the World Court to judge states. The
Gorbachev years.
“After treating the United Nations for 40 years as Court, which has no enforcement power now, could
a platform to attack the West and court the developing recommend sanctions.
“This is a breathtaking idea, beyond the current
world, Moscow now wants the organization to play a
more assertive role in international affairs, settling dreams of ecology militants. It is meant to show that
armed conflicts, preserving peace and resolving envi- the Soviets really take seriously their ‘integrations’ in
ronmental problems and other matters beyond the the world economy. And it is fitting that the environment be the topic for what amounts to global poliding.
means of one country...” (emphasis added).
Moscow is aware of how grievously it has sinned
With Gorbachev’s visit, both the environmental
movement and the United N.ations were strengthened against its own land and people in this domain, and
in the press on the international scene, and Mr. has adopted an urgency in making sure that developGorbachev’s role in the environmental movement was ing countries don’t repeat the errors.
“Deputy Foreign Minister Vladimir F. Petrovsky
secured, as more recent events have shown. Even
though George Bush had promoted himself as an “en- doesn’t cavil at the thought of mandatory sanctions.
vironmental president”, he was outshone by Gorbachev If such a code existed, Baghdad might have thought
at the Rio Earth Summit in 1992. This turn of events, again before dumping oil in the Gulf and setting
duly planned no doubt by those seeking control of our Kuwait’s wells afire. But everybody would be chalworld, was foreseen by reporter Flora Lewis in her ar- lenged, not just rogue states. Ideas of world order have
ticle “Gorbachev Turns Green”, in the g/14/91 issue traditionally focused on war and respect of borders.
Only recently have human rights been accepted as an
of The New York Times:
“PARIS-Soviet diplomacy is preparing a dramatic international issue.
“Environmental problems ignore borders, and the
leap in the concept of ‘new world order’ that will leave
President Bush back in the primeval sludge if he convention would draw the consequences on the basis
of laws to be applied to all. The U.S. would find it
doesn’t move.
“Mikhail Gorbachev gave Mr. Bush a hint of his harder to dig in its heels waiting for full scientific proof
thinking at their Moscow meeting, proposing that next of damage before endorsing emission levels for pollutyear’s U.N. conference in Rio de Janeiro on the envi- ants.
“Moscow intends to put forward its proposal at Rio,
ronment be held at the summit level. European lead-
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and it is bound to provoke controversy. An acceptable
convention will be hard to draw, and means of enforcement even harder to agree on. Developed and developing countries will have different ideas of limits and
responsibilities.
Even starting the efforts would be a
giant step for international law.
“A remarkable New York Times report on a scarcely
known but huge U.S. military program to start cleaning up damage done by American forces and military
industry in the last 30 years suggests the enormous
scope of what needs to be done. The whole project is
expected to last 30 years and cost $400 billion.
“The convention would serve as a deterrent against
continued damage, forcing concern for environmental
factors in future projects.
China, for example, has
apparently
decided to go ahead with a mammoth
Yangtse River hydropower dam, despite warnings of
ecological damage. Under a global code, it would have
to take account of the longer term.
“The U.S. is lagging sorrowfully in this aspect of
leadership. Mr. Bush said he intended to be the ‘environmental President’. But as things are going, he risks
being the environmental outcast, with Mr. Gorbachev
far ahead by the Rio meeting.”
Please remember here that there is no difference
between Zionism, Communism, Bolshevism, Nazism,
so-called “Democracy”, and Freemasonry.
They all
seek world dominance and are used and headed by the
same secret world government in their maneuvers to
bring the world under their control. Mr. Gorbachev is
now no more “green” than he is “red” (please see earlier article [l/26/96 & 3/12/96 CONTACT] on the Red
Horseman). All of the stages in the plan were deliber-
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ate and necessary parts of the final objective-world
rule by the so-called “Elite”. You will note in the following rules adopted at the Rio Summit a very strong
resemblance of the “environmental” agenda with the
mass slaughter of the Bolsheviks, the return to nature
of the Communist Manifesto and Humanist Manifesto,
and the destruction of nationalism and religion as proposed in th.e manifestos, along with their adherence to
Adam Weishaupt’s code. The plan has simply reached
the global level under new propaganda; nothing is actually changed from the original intent or plan for
world domination.
By April 4, 1992, there had been enough discussion among the representative countries at the United
Nations that 160 nations agreed on a draft document
which commits the industrial nations of the Northern
Hemisphere to help the poorer countries of the Southern develop in a way that will not damage the environment. Dispute persisted on how to pay for an environmental cleanup. Also unresolved were two legally binding “conventions’‘-one
on stabilizing climate and the
other on protecting the diversity of plant and animal
life (i.e., the Biological Diversity Treaty). Even though
these disputes were not entirely settled at the Rio Conference, nor were the “conventions” signed by all parties (the U.S. of A. in particular), they are being followed internationally as accepted parts of the United
Nations Environmental
Plan. It is, for example,
through the climate control convention that the laws
regarding car emission (smog) control have been implemented, etc. (the word “convention” here is used to
mean “treaty”).
Following is the “Draft of Environmental Rules:
‘Global Partnership’” agreed to by
the 160 countries prior to the Rio
Conference and prepared for consideration at it (quote):

Save the Grizzly

If You Meet a Grizzly Bear on
the Trail:
1. Take off all clothing so they don’t get any
buttons stuck in their teeth.
2. Stay calm so you don’t upset its digestion.
3. Remember: Grizzly Bears are an endangered
species and you aren’t.

DRAFT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
RULES:
‘GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP’
Special to The New York Times
UNITED NATIONS, April 4Following is the draft text of a declaration of principles for encouraging environmentally
responsible
development that is to be considered in June by leaders attending
an environmental summit meeting in
Rio de Janeiro:
THE CONFERENCE ON
ENVIRONMENT
AND DEVELOPMENT,

Advertisement stillnot pad for by U.S. Deparlment of Human Devaluation

HAVING MET at Rio de Janeiro
from June 3 to 14, 1992,
REAFFIRMING the Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment,
adopted at Stockholm on June 16,
1972, and seeking to build upon it,
WITH THE GOAL OF establishing a new and equitable global
partnership through the creation of
new levels of cooperation among
states, key sects of societies and
people,
WORKING TOWARD international agreements which respect the
interests of all and protect the integrity of global environmental and
developmental systems,
RECOGNIZING
the’ integral
and interdependent
nature of the
Earth, our home,
PROCLAIMS that:
Principle 1. Human beings are
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at the center of concerns for sustainable development.
They are entitled to a healthy and productive life in
harmony with nature.
Principle 2. States have, in accordance with the
Charter of the United Nations and principles of international law, the sovereign right to exploit their own
resources pursuant to their own environmental and
developmental policies, and the responsibility to insure that activities within their jurisdiction or control
do not cause damage to the environment of other states
or of areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction.
Principle 3. The right to development must be fulfilled so as to equitably meet developmental and environmental needs of present and future generations.
Principle 4. In order to achieve sustainable development, environmental protection shall constitute an
integral part of the development process and cannot
be considered in isolation from it.
Principle 5. All states and all people shall cooperate in the essential task of eradicating poverty as an
indispensable requirement for sustainable development,
in order to decrease the disparities in standards of living and better meet the needs of the majority of the
people of the world.
Principle 6. The special situation and needs of
developing countries, particularly the least developed
and those most environmentally vulnerable, shall be
given special priority. International actions in the field
of environment and development should also address
the interest and needs of all countries.
Principle 7. States shall cooperate in a spirit of
global partnership to converse, protect and restore the
health and integrity of the Earth’s ecosystem. In view
of the different contributions to global environmental
degradation, states have common but differentiated
The developed countries acknowlresponsibilities.
edge the responsibility that they bear in the international pursuit of sustainable development in view of
the pressures their societies place on the global environment and of technologies and financial resources
they command.
Principle 8. To achieve sustainable development
and a higher quality of life for all people, states should
reduce and eliminate unsustainable patterns of production and consumption and promote appropriate demographic policies.
Principle 9. States should cooperate to strengthen
endogenous capacity building for sustainable development by improving scientific understanding through
exchanges of scientific and technological knowledge,
and by enhancing the development, adaptation, diffusion and transfer of technologies, including new and
innovative technologies.
Principle
10. Environmental
issues are best
handled with the participation of all concerned citizens, at the relevant level. At the national level, each
individual shall have appropriate access to information concerning the environment that is held by public
authorities, including information on hazardous materials and activities in their communities, and the opportunity to participate in decision-making processes.
States shall facilitate and encourage public awareness
and participation by making information widely available. Effective access to judicial and administrative
proceedings, including redress and remedy, shall be
provided.
Principle 11. States shall enact effective environmental legislation. Environmental standards, management objectives and priorities should reflect the environmental and developmental context to which they
apply. Standards applied by some countries may be
inappropriate and of unwarranted economic and social
cost to other countries, in particular developing countries.
Principle 12. States should cooperate to promote
a supportive and open international economic System
that would lead to economic growth and sustainable
development in all countries, to better address the problems of environmental degradation. Trade policy mea-
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sures for environmental purposes should not constitute
a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination or
a disguised restriction on international trade. Unilatera1 action to deal with environmental challenges outside the jurisdiction of the importing country should
be avoided. Environmental measures addressing transboundary or global environmental problems should, as
far as possible, be based on an international consensus.
Principle 13. States shall develop national law
regarding liability and compensation for the victims
of pollution and other environmental damage. States
shall also cooperate in an expeditious and more determined manner to develop further international law regarding liability and compensation for adverse effects
of environmental
damage cause by activities within
their jurisdiction or control to areas beyond their jurisdiction.
Principle 14. States should effectively cooperate
to discourage or prevent the relocation and transfer to
other states of any activities and substances that cause
severe environmental degradation or are found to be
harmful to human health.
Principle 15. In order to protect the environment,
the precautionary approach shall be widely applied to
states according to their capabilities. Where there are
threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full
scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for
postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation.
Principle 16. National authorities should endeavor
to promote the internalization of environmental costs
and the use of economic instruments, taking into account the approach that the polluter should, in principle, bear the cost of pollution, with due regard to the
public interest and without distortine international
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trade and investment.
Principle 17. Environmental impact assessment,
as a national instrument, shall be undertaken for proposed. activities that are likely to have a significant
adverse impact on the environment and are subject to
a decision of a competent national authority.
Principle 18. States shall immediately notify other
states of any natural disasters or other emergencies that
are likely to produce sudden harmful effects on the
:nvironments of those states. Every effort shall be
made by the international community to help states so
afflicted.
Principle 19. States shall provide prior and timely
notification and relevant information to potentially
affected states on activities that may have a significant adverse trans-boundary environmental effect and
shall consult with these states at an early stage and in
good faith.
Principle 20. Women have a vital role in environmental management and development. Their full participation is therefore essential to achieve sustainable
development.
Principle 2 1. The creativity, ideals and courage of
the youth of the world should be mobilized to forge a
global partnership in order to achieve sustainable development and insure a better future for all.
Principle 22. Indigenous peoples and their communities, and other local communities, have a vital role
in environmental management and development because of their knowledge and traditional practices.
States should recognize and duly support their identity, culture and interests and enable their effective participation in the achievement of sustainable development.
Principle 23. The environment and natural re-
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sources of people under oppression, domination and
occupation shall be protected.
Principle 24. Warfare is inherently destructive of
sustainable development. States shall therefore respect
international law providing protection for the environment in times of armed conflict and cooperate in its
further development, as necessary.
Principle 25. Peace, development and environmental protection are interdependent and indivisible.
Principle 26. States shall resolve all their environmental disputes peacefully and by appropriate
means in accordance with the charter of the United
Nations.
Principle 27. States and peoples shall cooperate
in good faith and in a spirit of partnership in the fulfillment of the principles embodied in this Declaration and in the further development of international
law in the field of sustainable development.
(End
quote.)
Obviously, this “Draft of Environmental
Rules:
‘Global Partnership”’ uses broad and vague language
in most instances, leaving the door open for very un“democratic” application of the rules further down the
road, but also eliminating the sovereignty of individual
nations in one great global thrust without the vote of
any citizen at a ballot box. The rules were approved
by “acclamation” at the Conference and are now being
required of the individual nations by the United Nations as quickly as possible. Not surprisingly, the man
identified at the Rio Summit by its leader, Maurice
Strong, as the person who most epitimized the concerns of both the environment and development was
Baron Edmond de Rothschild.
Texe Marrs, of Living Truth Ministries, obtained
a copy of the ten objectives of the Biological Diversity
Treaty proposed at the Rio Summit and later by the
United Nations and agreed to by the Clinton Administration. I will list the ten objectives below. For details of the objectives write to Living Truth Ministries,
1708 Patterson Road, Austin, TX 78733-6507, or call
(512) 263-9780.
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Please send check or money order to: ~EkWZD,
P.O. Box6194,Tehachapi,
CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176
if you have questions
or you wish to use your
Visa, Discover or Master Card.
If you desire to automaticaltyreceive
tapes from future meetings, please send
at least a $50 donation
from which tape costs will be deducted.
We will try to
notify you as your balance reaches zero.
The following
is a partial
list of older items but including
all of the most
current meeting
dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses,
and
mentioning
if the meeting
has a special focus:
1/7/96The
Trouble with Lawyers(z); l/2 l/96(2);
2/4/96
Jeff Rense’s “Fifth Column” interview (3);2/11/96
(3); 2/25/96
Christopher Reeve
interview on “Larry King Live” (2); 3/l q/96 (3);
3/l 7/96 (3)Deepak
Chopra ‘The Wizard Within” 81 George Hunt “1987
Wilderness
Conference”; 3/3 l/96 (2) Dr. Carlson D.D.S.; 4/l 4/96 (3); 4/28/96 (2)Desire & Intention;
S/l 2/96 (3) Mother’s Day; 6/2/96 (3); 6/l l-l 2/96 (4) Beginning of New Phase;
6/l 6/96 (4) Father’s Day; 6/23/96 (3) -Major Ed Dames interview on “Remote Viewing”;
6/30/96
(2); 7/l l/96(2) Wally Gentlemen 81George Van Noy;7/21/96
(2);8/4/96 (2);
8/l 7/96 (4) “Little Crow”; 8/l 8/96 (4) 81 8/l 9/96 (3) Teddy from Canada 81Commander
Hatonn; 8/20/96 (2) Road Tour of Tehachapi; 8/28/96 (4) David Icke;
9/l /96 (3) Norio Hayakawa; g/8/96 (3) AIDCEMENT DAY- 1995, a dramatization;
g/22/96 (4) Gary Wean & Field Report From The Clays; 1 O/6/96 (3) Farrakhan in Canada;
1 l/2/96
(3); 11/24/96
(2); 12/8/96(2)
; 12/29/96(2);
2/l g/97(4) David Miller Tapes; 2/23/97(2)
Little Crow tape;
3/3-4/97(8)
Eustace Mullins & Cort Christie; 3/l O/97(2) David Miller Tapes;
3/l 6/97(5) Farrakhan Speech.

Biological Diversity Treaty Objectives:
1. To make nature the central organizing principle.
2. To establish a legal regime that will utilize international treaties to control all policies, from the international level to the national and local levels.
3. To make the use of natural resources a cost.
4. To promote the precautionary principle that
scientific evidence is not necessary to implement radical environmental policies.
5. To inventory natural and human resources.
6. To make man equal to all other species.
7. To classify people as the enemy.
8. To create areas devoid of human presence.
9. To make nature worship a state religion.
10. To promote the traditional life-styles, culture
and beliefs of indigenous peoples.
The above certainly leaves no doubt as to intent
regarding man’s future role in the New World Order
(aka Beast of the Apocalypse), or to the critical role
being played by the environmental movement to bring
about the degradation and control of the human species by a few.
This concludes the present sketch of the Green
Horseman. The next article will conclude this series
of articles and be a review of the seventh region of the
NWO.
Bibliography:
The Greening, by Larry Abraham
with Franklin Saunders, Soundview Publications, Suite
100,135O Center Drive, Dunwoody, GA 30338, U.S.A.,
(800) 728-2288 (1993); New York Times issues 12/6/
88, 12/7/88, l/3/90, 8114/91, 4/4/92, 415192, 5/8/92,
6/10/92; The Treafy From Hell, a video by Texe Marrs
from Living Truth Ministries, 1708 Patterson Road,
Austin, TX 78733-6507, (512) 263-9780.
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Relearning
TheCommon
Law
Part III: SovereigntyAnd The SovereignCitizen
Editor’s note: 7%; first part of this commentary
was in the 3/4/97 CONTACT on p. 2; Part II was in
the 3/18/97 CONTACT on p. 34. We are continuing
this informative series here with Part Ill.
3/26/97

RAY BILGER

“When we consider the nature and the theory of
our institutions of government, the principles upon
which they are supposed to rest, and review the history of their development, we are constrained to conelude that they do not mean to leave room for the play
and action of purely personal and arbitrary power.
Sovereignty itself is, of course, not subject to law, for
it is the author and source of law; but in our system,
while sovereign powers are delegated to the agencies
of government,
sovereignty itself remains with the
people, by whom and for whom all government exists
and acts. And the law is the definition and limitation
of power. It is, indeed, quite true that there must always be lodged somewhere, and in some person or body,
the authority of final decision; and in many cases of
mere administration,
the responsibility is purely political, no appeal lying except to the ultimate tribunal
of the public judgment, exercised either in the pressure of opinion, or by means of the suffrage. But the
fundamental rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness, considered as individual possessions, are
secured by those maxims of constitutional law which
are the monuments showing the victorious progress of
the race in securing to men the blessings of civilization under the reign of just and equal laws... For the
very idea that one man may be compelled to hold his
life, or the means of living, or any material right essential to the enjoyment of life, at the mere will of another, seems to be intolerable in any country where freedom prevails, as being the essence of slavery itself.”
Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356, 369, 370.
Thus spoke the Supreme Court in 1886 regarding
the fact that “sovereignty
itself remains with the
people”.
This was the true intent of America’s
Founders: That the Citizens were the Sovereigns and
that all government, local, state, or federal, exists and
acts only by the authority of and for the benefit of The
People.
Since the Court stated that Sovereignty is not subject to law, as it is the author and source of law, and
since Sovereignty itself remains with the people, then
it seems an obvious statement of fact, that The People
are the ultimate Authority above even the Supreme
Court. After all, it is We The People who ordained
and established “Our” Constitution which provided the
very foundation of and for “Our” government and judicial system, which includes the Supreme Court.
In other words, should we The People conclude that
the Congress, the President, and the entire judicial
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system have and are all committing Treason, then it is
we The People who are the ultimate Authority who may
.&de
to replacethemall, andto determine
the manner of doing so, should we deem such action to be necessary and appropriate.
Let any question in the mind of the reader concerning the truth of the above be erased, for the writers of our Declaration of Independence clearly settled
the matter on July 4, 1776. That Declaration states
that we do have inalienable rights given us by our Creator, and “That, to secure these rights, governments
are instituted among men, deriving their just powers
from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any
form of government becomes destructive of these ends,
it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it, and
to institute a new government... (1)t is their right, it is
their duty, to throw off such government..."
Black’s Law Dictionary,
Revised 4th Edition
(1968), hereinafter Black’s Law Dictionary, at page
1568, defines the word “Sovereign” as: “A person,
body, or state in which independent and supreme authority is vested; a chief ruler with supreme power; a
king or other ruler with limited power.”
It was the intent of America’s Founders that we
would no longer be subjects under King George in England, but that each of us would now be king (or Sovereign) over our own domain. As such, we could do
most anything we wished under the Common Law, so
long as we did not interfere with or trespass upon the
equal rights of any other Sovereign Citizen. But what
looked good on paper and worked in 1776 has now been
turned around and completely perverted.
We know that we are controlled today by all sorts
of licenses, registrations, permits, etc., which are all
forms and types of contracts, We are controlled by those
contracts, because we have allowed ourselves to become
statutory “persons” (instead of being Citizens), and
“persons” are classified the same as corporations.
Corporations are rightfully controlled through licenses,
regulations, etc., as they exist as a matter of privilege
rather than as a matter of right. Citizens have rights,
while “persons” are Citizens which have allowed their
rights to be converted into privileges.Of course, it
wasn’t always this way, and this is not in accord with
original intent.
In 1905, in their decision in the case of Hale v.
Henkel, 201 U.S. 43, the Supreme Court held that:
“We are of the opinion that there is a clear distinction in this particular between an individual and a corporation, and that the latter has no right to refuse to
submit its books and papers for an examination at the
suit of the state. The individual may stand upon his
constitutional rights as a citizen. He is entitled to carry
on his private business in his own way. His power to
contract is unlimited. He owes no duty to the state or
to his neighbors to divulge his business, or to open his
doors to an investigation, so far as it may tend to criminate him. He owes no such duty to the state, since he
receives nothing therefrom, beyond the protection of
h-IS rf1 e an d property. His rights are such as misted by
the law of the land long antecedent to the orga’nization
of the state, and can only be taken from him by due
process of law, and in accordance with the Constitution. Among his rights are a refusal to incriminate
himself, and the immunity
.._ of, himself and his property

from arrest or seizure except under a warrant of the
law. He owes nothing to the public so long as he does
not trespass upon their rights.”
We see here that the Supreme Court in 19d5 drew
a clear distinction between the Citizen and the corporation. But since March 9, 1933, the Citizen has been
replaced by the statutory “person” (the enemy of the
government), and this new statutory “person” is now
controlled the same as any other corporation.
It is interesting to note that the Congress in March
of 1933 was led to believe that the Act of March 9,
1933, which was designed to institute extraordinary
measures, was only to be enforced temporarily in order to take those actions deemed necessary to prevent
a total collapse of the American Government. Had the
Congress known that the devious plans of those who
were orchestrating events was for the purpose of creating a permanent state of national emergency, then they
may not have voted for passage of the Act!
The actions which took place in 1913 by the formation of the Federal Reserve, which took the power
of coining and regulating money away from Congress
and gave it to a “private corporation” (See: Lewis v.
U.S., 680 F.2d 1239 [19821) headed by international
bankers, ended our national sovereignty in the world
of nations. That action begun in 1913 was part of a
larger plan completed 20 years later in 1933, when the
American Citizens lost their individual Sovereignty
and became statutory “persons”.
The Citizen is Sovereign and maintains Sovereign
rights only so long as being a Citizen. The statutory
“person”, like the corporation, is not Sovereign and
has no Sovereign rights. If the Citizen is truly Sovereign, then, under our Constitution, any attempt by legal means to take away any essentail rights from the
Citizen would be null and void ab initio (from the beginning). As Samuel Adams said, “If men, through
fear, fraud, or mistake, should in terms renounce or
give up any essential natural right, the eternal law of
reason and the grand end of society would absolutely
vacate such renunciation.
The right of freedom being
the gift of God Almighty, it is not in the power of man
to alienate this gift and voluntarily become a slave.”
If we truly understand all of the above, it should
become obvious that the actions taken in 19 13 and 1933
by those in the three branches of our government, and
all actions taken subsequently, are totally unconstitutional and comprise nothing less than Treason. As the
Supreme Court held in Stoehr v. Wallace, 255 U.S. 239,
241, 242: “The Trading With the Enemy Act, whether
taken as originally enacted, October 6, 1917, or as since
amended.. is strictly a war measure and finds its sanction in the constitutional provision empowering Congress to declare war, grant letters of marque and reprisal, and make rules concerning captures on land and
water.” Our government has declared war against the
people (Mixed War), and all our property is owned by
the bankers and may soon be captured, on land and
water!!
Thomas Jefferson’s words of 18 16 seem to be more
true today than when he spoke them: “Our legislators
are not sufficiently apprized of the rightful limits of
their power; that their true office is to declare and enforce only our natural rights and duties, and to take
none of them from us.”
.
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Perhaps our legislators and our Judges need to be
reminded of the rightful limits of their power. They
are our servants and we, their Masters. As Abraham
Lincoln said in 1865, “We The People are the rightful
Masters of both Congress and the courts-not
to overthrow the Constitution, but to overthrow the men who
pervert the Constitution.” And Benjamin Franklin let
it be clearly known who is the servant and who is the
Sovereign: “In free governments, the rulers are the
servants, and the people their superiors and Sovereigns.”
Law, like lawful money, is based on substance
(property). Remove the substance from lawful money
and the law, like the money, becomes a fiction. A dollar is defined as a certain quantity of gold or silver.
Today, we have no lawful money in circulation and
thus, there is not in existence twenty dollars with which
to invoke a Common Law Court in accordance with
the Seventh Amendment to the Constitution.
Our Constitution, at Article I, Section 10, Clause
1, states in part that “No State shall... make anything
but gold and silver coin a tender in payment of debts...”
The Common Law is based upon substance, which,
according to the Constitution, is gold and silver. When
we allowed gold to be removed from circulation in
1933, we allowed the removal of the foundation upon
which the Common Law was based. Today, our law is
a fiction, as is our money.
Today we have colorable law which is applied to
fictional persons, colorable money which is bank-credit
fiction, and colorable rights which are fictional remedies. It is in part the fictional money system which
altered our court system from one under the Common
Law to a legislative, Article I (Const.) Court, or tribunal system of commercial law.
Black’s Law Dictionary, at page 332, defines the
term “Colorable” as: “That which has or gives color.
That which is in appearance only, and not in reality,
what it purports to be. Counterfeit, feigned, having the
appearance of truth. Ellis v. Jones, 216 P. 257, 258.”
As a consequence of the above, what was set in
place in 1933 was a De Facto Government of the United
States. Black S Law Dictionary, at page 504, defines
the term “De Facto Government” as: “One that maintains itself by a display of force against the will of the
rightful legal government and is successful, at least
temporarily, in overturning the institutions of the rightful legal government by setting up its own in lieu
thereof. Wortham v. Walker, 128 S.W.2d 1138, 1145.”
Black’s Law Dictionary also defines the term “Government De Facto”, on page 824, 825, in part as: “Such
a government might be more aptly. denominated a government of paramount force, being maintained by active military power against the rightful authority of an
established and lawful government; and obeyed in civil
matters by private citizens. They are usually administered directly by military authority, but they may be
administered, also, by civil authority, supported more
or less by military force. Thorington v. Smith, 8 Wall.
8, 9; 19 L.Ed. 361.”
Does this sound at all like what we have in place
in America today? In California, for example, if you
look under the California Government Code, at Section 439, you will find: “439. Regulations. The Adjutant General shall, by regulation, prescribe rules regarding the times, places, and manner in which the
State Flag may be displayed...”
And just who is the
Adjutant General? The Adjutant General is the Chief
Administrative Officer of the United States Army! Why
is the U.S. Army prescribing rules regarding display
of the California Flag in State courtrooms7 You don’t
suppose California is under Martial Law along with
the other 49 States, do you??? Check your own State
codes to see who is controlling your State Flag in the
courtrooms. You may be surprised at what you find!
Now, for a bit of a contradiction, California’s Government Code, at Section 100, states in part: “Sovereignty in People; Writs and Processes. (a) The sovereignty of the State resides in the people thereof, and
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all writs and processes shall issue in their name...”
From this, one would presume that the People are Sovereigns.., But what about statutory “persons”?
We need at this point to review the exact role and
function:of the Federal Government as originally intended and as set forth in the Constitution, and how
that original intent-has now been perverted.
When the Constitution was enacted, it was set up
as a pact between the States of the Confederacy. In
this arrangement each State is viewed as a separate
nation-state, with its own laws and Sovereignty.
If you will read the writings of the Founding Fathers, you will see that the national government was
designed not to interface at all with the Citizens of the
States. The Supreme Court clearly stated this when it
held that the United States Government is a foreign
corporation with respect to a State. In re Merriam, 36
N.E. 505, affirmed 163 U.S. 625. The Constitution
set up the national government as a framework for interfacing between the State governments to facilitate
trade (commerce), foreign relations, and national defense.
The above is made abundantly clear as set forth in
the Constitution at Article I, Section 8, Clause 17,
which states in part: “The Congress shall have the
power to exercise exclusive legislation in all cases
whatsoever, over such district (not exceeding ten miles
square) as may, by cession of particular states, and the
acceptance of Congress, become the seat of the government of the United States, and to exercise like authority over all places purc,hased by the consent of the
legislature of the State in which the same shall be, for
the erection of forts (etc.)..., and other needful buildings.”
The wording in this section is clear and unambiguous. Congress shall exercise exclusive legislation over
an area not to exceed ten miles square, which is 100
square miles. That area of 10 miles by 10 miles is
called Washington, D.C., and is composed of lands
given by the States of Maryland and Virginia, and
straddling the Potomac River, and also territories, and
areas purchased in other States for forts (military
bases), etc. And that’s it! Congress cannot make laws
for the Citizens in the States. Yet we have such laws
in force today! How was this accomplished7
Those who deviously created the corporate “United
States”, which purportedly exists in Washington, D.C.,
created a further Fiction of Law by incorporating the
50 States into the area of Washington, D.C.! Now,
obviously those States could not literally fit within the
ten miles square, but on paper, anything is possible.
Let’s use California again as an example, and its State
Income Tax Laws, and let’s see just what has been done.
The California Revenue and Taxation Code, at Section 17014, defines the term “Resident” in part as: “(a)
Resident includes:
(1) Every individual who is in this state for other
than a temporary or transitory purpose.
(2) Every individual domiciled in this state who is
outside the state for a temporary or transitory purpose.”
This seems clear enough. However, we are dealing with legal codes and statutes and only legal delinitions can apply for terms used therein. You are about
to see a very clever word game! When the Code says
“in this state”, you would expect this to mean California, right? Before going to the California Code section which defines the term “state”, we need to first
look at a legal definition of another term.
Black’s Law Dictionary, at page 905, defines the
term “Include” in part as: “To confine within, hold as
in an inclosure, take in, attain, shut up, contain,
inclose, comprise, comprehend, embrace, involve. Including may, according to context, express an enlargement and have the meaning of and/or in addition to...
Miller v. Johnston, 91 SE. 593; Prarie Oil and Gas v.
Motter, 1 F.Supp. 464, 468; Rose v. State, 184 S.W.
60, 61; (etc.)”
When statutes or codes use the term “include” or
“includes” in definitions, the meaning is “confIned”
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to what is specifically mentioned in the definition. If
the term “including” is used, this may express an expansion or enlargement of terms being defined. Now,
let’s look again at the California Code.
The California Revenue and Taxation Code, at Section 17018, defines theterm “State” in full as: “State
includes the District of Columbia, and the possessions
of the United States.” Did you see any mention of
California in there? And how did Washington, D.C.
get into California? Well, it didn’t. It’s the other way
around. California is now part of the District of Columbia! Think this may be an incorrect interpretation
on the part of this writer?
On May 3 l,, 1991, this writer filed an Information
Practices Act Request (this is the equivalent of a Freedom of Information Act Request, but on the State level)
with the State of California Franchise Tax Board Disclosure Office, requesting a copy of the document or
decision that would define this writer as a “resident”
of the “State” of California, pursuant to Code Sections
17014 and 17018. This sounds simple enough on the
one hand, but understanding the above definitions, it
is a bit of a convoluted request, as “State” is now the
District of Columbia, while the California Republic is
still on the West Coast! What do you think their response was?
On June 26, 1991, the F.T.B. Disclosure Office responded to this writer’s request by stating that “No such
documents exist.“! Nor could they. The stealing of
America has all been done by one big word game.
When you sign any State Income Tax form in California, you may be standing on California soil, but you
have just agreed to be classified as a “resident” of the
District of Columbia! Under the corporate “United
States”, there are no individual states as such, only
one big Federal District.
Now do you see why you must go into the courtroom and demand your rights as that belligerent claimant in person? Go check your own state’s income tax
laws or any other state laws or codes, or the Internal
Revenue Code for that matter, for the definition of the
term “State”. You will be lucky to find any States in
existence. They’ve all become Federal Instrumentalities blended into one big federal stew!!
Yet, as late as 1967, the Supreme Court has stated
that: “In our country the people are sovereign and the
Government cannot sever its relationship to the people
by taking away their citizenship.
Our Constitution
governs us and we must never forget that our Constitution limits the Government to those powers specifitally granted...” Afroyim v. Rusk, Secretary of State,
387 U.S. 253,257.
No tyrannical, dictatorial government ever freely
the NO02
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gave up the reigns of power and returned control to
the people, even if a Constitution was supposedly in
place. It just doesn’t happen that way, The question,
then, before us is how do we regain our Sovereign Citizen Status and control over our judicial system and our
government?
There appear to basically be two ways to do this:
individually, and/or collectively. Since our One World
Controllers have mastered the art of divide and conquer, the collective approach is constantly undermined,
and though there are many Citizens’ movements nationwide fighting to regain our country for The People,
every one of them has been infiltrated, and that includes right here in Tehachapi! Do not be dismayed,
however, as these groups continue to make significant
advances, and in their ability to network together lies
their greatest strength.
The individual approach must be followed every
day by each and every one of us, and your inquires to
state and federal agencies of all kinds, as well as to
the Congress, the President, and the Courts, concerning information regarding definitions of “States” and
the use of the Military Flag in our courtrooms, along
with a thousand other questions, will help us shape
the kind of response and the actions we must pursue in
order to reestablish the Common Law and regain control of America for her Citizens.
We must get back to a Government De Jure. Black’s
[Continued
from
Law Dictionary, at page 825, defines the term “Government De Jure” in part as: “A government of right;
the true and lawful government; a government estabSoon after we nailed Black-Dot,
Abraham
lished according to the Constitution...” Our Constitu- Davidian was busted by L.A.P.D. A major drug and
tion works just fine when it is adhered to. But when gun smuggler
with International
Connections,
the People fall asleep and lose their eternal vigilance,
Davidian’s “big” connection was Benny Wong in L.A.‘s
tyrants come in and seize power and Freedom falls! It Old Chinatown. (Refer to Chapters 32 and 46 of my
happens every time.
book, There’s a Fish in the Courthouse.) To escape a
Federalist Paper Number 78 states in part: “A Con- very long prison term Davidian spilled his guts-he
stitution is in fact, and must be, regarded by the judges detailed to us his connections to Benny Wong and L.A.
as a fundamental law. It therefore belongs to them to gangster Mickey Cohen and Judge Harry Pregerson.
ascertain its meaning as well as the meaning of any With Benny Wong they were cooking up a gigantic coparticular act proceeding from the legislative body. If caine-heroin
smuggling organization,
the biggest
there should happen to be an irreconcileable variance ever-far
greater than all the alcohol-smuggling opbetween the two, that which has the superior obliga- erations during prohibition put together. This cocainetion and validity ought of course to be preferred; or in heroin operation would comprise all the states of the
other words, the Constitution ought to be preferred to U.S. Ninth Circuit Court-protected
by Judge Harry
the statute, the intention of The People to the inten- Pregerson’s jurisdiction.
tion of their agents.”
Davidian, to save his own skin, had agreed to tesCould this be stated any more clearly? The intent tify in court-he
was going to be the star-witness that
of the Framers of our Constitution is spelled out in would expose and convict the entire drug organization.
unmistakable terms in those Federalist Papers. Judges All of them: Judge Harry Pregerson, Stanley Mosk
today, in both State and Federal courts, who do not (presently a California Supreme Court Judge), gangadhere to the above and recognize the Rights of The ster Mickey Cohen, Benny Wong and a dozen highPeople as being paramount and superior to any acts of ranking politicians, both federal and state.
any legislature, need to be removed from the Bench
At this time the Federal Narcotics Agency took
and brought up on charges of Treason. We Sovereign Davidian from the L.A.P.D. and claimed they were hidCitizens must demand this be done, and we must de- ing him out for his own safety until the trial started.
mand it NOW! ! !
Not even the L.A.P.D. knew where he was. While in
We must re-establish our State Citizenship and re- the custody of the Feds for “safekeeping” Davidian was
move ourselves from the exclusive legislative jurisdicshot and killed.
tion of the corporate fiction titled “United States”.
This blew the whole prosecution; without the star
Federalist Paper Numb&r 51 reminds us that: “Justice witness there was no case. What we had planned to be
is the end of Government. It is the end of civil society. the & of a vicious, treasonous gang of drug smugIt ever has been, and ever will be pursued, until it be glers instead turned out to be only the beginning of
obtained, or until Liberty be lost in the pursuit.”
Judge Harry Pregerson and Benny Wong’s massive coWe close this Part with the very profound words caine-heroin smuggling organization.
and thoughts of Marcus Tullius Cicero (106-43 B.C.):
Fifty years later, the year of 1997, Judge Pregerson
“Power and law are not synonymous. In truth they are controls the largest, most powerful drug organization
frequently in opposition and irreconcileable.
There is the world has ever known.
God’s Law from which all Equitable laws of man
On the surface, publicly it has become known as
emerge and by which men must live if they are not to “Clinton’s Chinese Connection”,
but as much as
die in oppression, chaos and despair. Divorced from Clinton is hated and despised by the people, and deGod’s eternal and immutable Law, established before spite the fact that he should have never, never reached
the founding of the suns, man’s power is evil no mat- the position of President of the United States, he is
ter the noble words with which it is employed or the there for one reason only-a poor, pitiful “scapegoat”
motives urged when enforcing it. Men of good will, for the Mishpucka and its unbelievable evil..
mindful therefore of the Law laid down by God, will
During WWII, many Chinese Nationals were
oppose governments whose rule is by men, and if they brought to Southern California to be trained as fighter
wish to survive as a nation they will destroy the gov- and bomber pilots for the Chinese military. These
.e~rr~Bst.afri~~.~~t~-~~ls,to,a~~~~~~~~,-~y~~~e ..-~-l-~*~-C.‘.l-I-~-..I.t.~...-a~.r.,
whim of Chinese made..-..
contact
with important
Chinese
-aL..%:
L.--r.r..-.,
..*.- *_A
--.‘A‘.:--‘.people
_ . . . _venal judges.
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in L.A.‘s Old Chinatown-when
they returned to China
they became high-ranking offtcials in the Chinese Government, the military complex, and extremely influential businessmen. Like Harry Pregerson, since 1946.
they are still alive in China and still in control of the
cocaine-heroin smuggling industry.
WWII ended in late 1945. By the first of 1946 the
commercial sea lanes, the old trade routes to China
and the rest of Asia were opened. Thousands of ships
hauling war materials suddenly became available for
international commerce.
In the South Pacific, Micronesia became a U.S.
Protectorate and under the strict jurisdiction of the
Federal Ninth Circuit Court, (Judge Harry Pregerson).
It was set up by Pregerson and Wong with their
Chinese Connection to route Chinese ships with cocaine and heroin to a Micronesian Port-there
the
drugs would be transshipped to American ships and
sailed to Port Hueneme, California which was adjacent
to the U.S. Naval Sea-Bee Base. Port Hueneme and
the Sea-Bee base during the war had been a staging
area, a major shipping arena for war machinery to the
South Pacific, but now, with peace, the heavy military
security and inspections had become lax.
With certain arrangements
made, the cocaineheroin was unloaded without incident.
In huge
amounts, the drugs were transported south to Los Angeles and north to San Francisco, where it was delivered to top suppliers who then broke it up and spread
it to the distributors and street peddlers.
The City of Oxnard, adjacent to Port Hueneme
where the drugs first hit the U.S. became the focal
point, the hub of the cash, the “Big Payoff’.
Even in those early days, 1946 to 1950. the drug
money was a problem-it
had to be laundered. The
money-take was in the multi-millions;
it quickly
jumped to the billions and multi-billions.
The Bank of A. Levy was owned by Ben Nordman;
his mother was Helen Levy, the daughter of Achilles
Levy, the Bank’s founder. Ben Nordman was a U.S.
Commissioner and his law firm partner was Superior
Court Judge Jerome Berenson. They were major cohorts of Harry Pregerson and Benny Wong. The first
money laundering operations for Pregerson and Wong’s
cocaine-heroin organization was set up at Oxnard’s
Bank of A. Levy.
The “front man” for the money-laundering operation was Martin V. “Bud” Smith, who in 1946 was the
operator of a small hamburger stand on Hig*hway 101
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running through Oxnard. Smith was originally from
Hollywood and had gotten an early education in drugs
at Hollywood High School. The students of every high
school in the Los Angeles School System plus Santa
Monica and Beverly Hills in the 1930s knew that Hollywood High was a source of hard drugs.
With all this drug-money pouring in, front-man
Smith began tying up huge parcels of land. Smith became known as a developer with immense financial
holdings; these included shopping centers, hotels, commercial properties, apartment complexes, restaurants
and boat harbors, etc., etc.
Smith established Oxnard’s Financial Plaza. By
1965 the Bank of A. Levy was swamped with so much
drug-money that they could no longer handle it. The
Lagomarsino
bank was in the same shape.
With
Smith’s counterpart Harry Maynard, Lagomarsino established his new bank, the American Commercial
Bank, and laundered the surplus from Bank of A. Levy.
The fantastic amount of drug money pouring in
could not be handled by just a few banks without drawing wonder and unwanted attention that could expose
them. It ushered in a proliferation of banks, trading
of old banks and forming new banks.
In 1965 Smith founded the Commercial and Farmers National Bank in the Oxnard Financial Plaza and
the first of the giant black-glass skyscrapers appeared.
Oxnard bragged it was the tallest building between L.A.
and Frisco.
I knew Smith and Pregerson were connected, but
in 1960 my partner and I (refer to pages 374 to 378 of
my book, There k a Fish in the Courthouse), while on
a surveillance, had observed Benny Wong meet with
gangster Mickey Cohen in L.A. We had tailed him to
Oxnard where he had gone directly to the Colonial
House and met with “Bud” Smith. We learned that a
huge shipment of drugs was coming into Port Hueneme
soon. With Capt. Patton, Oxnard Police Department,
we had infiltrated our informants into “Bud” Smith’s
organization at his Colonial House Restaurant.
We were preparing to bust the biggest drug operation going at that time-but (like Davidian getting his
brains blown out) they had become suspicious of our
operators. Wong was on his way with a gun to kill one
of our informants; Patton could not let that happen so
he arrested Wong, who was an ex-con, for being in
possession of a gun. The “big case” was blown but,
quoting page 378 from my book, “T;rom experience I
knew there would be another big one.”
And now, it is here, the “biggest case” ever,
“Clinton’s Chinese Connection”, the same people who
were involved clear back to 1946. But this case is going to take more than just a few guys like me and Frank,
and Ed Patton. This case is going to take every good,
loyal American in the United States to come together
in mass, contacting every one of their Senators and
Congressmen to put an end to China getting a foothold on our Continental
soil.
And, an end to
Pregerson’s Mishpucka cocaine-heroin operation, the
biggest the United States has ever suffered. One that
can destroy our children and the country.
The Senators and Congressmen, particularly California Senators Diane Feinstein and Barbara Boxer, had
approved President Clinton’s conniving arrangements
to allow the Chinese to takeover the Long Beach, California, U.S. Navy Base. It was equipped with giant
cranes which could unload the huge crates from Chinese ships directly on to railroad cars on the docks.
These railroads are transcontinental to every state in
the U.S. clear to the East Coast. The Chinese ships
would no longer have to go to Micronesia and transship their cocaine-heroin
to American ships-they
could now sail direct from China and unload in Long
Beach, Calif.
Sometime before the Chinese connection began to
unravel, FBI Director Freeh secretly arranged to warn
Feinstein and Boxer that they should be very careful,
that they were in danger of their Chinese conspiracy
being exposed. This was the same way that Judge
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Pregerson was warned by the FBI Director, William H.
Webster, an ex-federal judge. Pregerson had taken a
bribe to,“fix” a case against so-called Mafiosa, Carlos
Marcello.
A Jew from Russia, Joseph Hauser, had mar’- arrangements for Marcello to give Pregerson a very valuable Gaugin painting.to “fix” Marcello’S trial.
The FBI became aware of the bribery conspiracy
and they could have nailed Pregerson by catching him
accepting the bribe, but instead they warned him.
(Quoting pages 424-425 of There k a Fish in the Courthouse:)
“It seemed inconceivable that FBI Agents
would tell Pregerson about the phone call and ‘tip’ him
off when it was their duty to determine if a bribe, a
payoff, was already accepted.” When the FBI warned
Feinstein and Boxer to be careful, they had already
accepted the cocaine-heroin money from the Chinese.
Back in 1946 the Chinese ships had to first go to
Micronesia and transship their drug cargos to American ships. Later, when the business was becoming so
industrious and complex, Harry Pregerson sent his son
and his wife who were both lawyers to Micronesia to
supervise the operation. The son, Dean Pregerson and
his wife had maintained their law office adjacent to
Judge Jerome Berenson in the Ventura Courthouse.
By the mid-sixties Martin V. “Bud” Smith was
wheeling and dealing in banks like picking oranges
off a tree, and another huge black-glass building even
taller than the first one sprang up right next to it.
Smith bought fourteen Union Bank Offices. His original Commercial and Farmers Bank was sold to Chartered Bank of London, and Barclay Bank which had
contacts with the Chinese in Hong Kong, and then later
merged back to the Union Bank.
Stanley E. Cohen, an Oxnard lawyer associate of
“Bud” Smith with his office in the newest big blackglass building organized another bank, the Channel
Islands National Bank. Smith was a director with this
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bank as he was with the Ventura County National
Bankcorp,
an Oxnard-based
holding company.
Bankcorp was acquiring Frontier Group Inc. of La
Palma, near Anaheim in Orange County. Frontier’s
assets were roughly $70 million, Bankcorp’s was about
the same but shortly after the acquisition was complete
the assets suddenly jumped to $290 million. Drug
money was rolling in so fast that front-man “Bud”
Smith couldn’t buy land fast enough to develop-he
bought the local Ventura County Railroad that ran from
the Port’s shipping docks and ran around the county
and then to the mainline. The old, closed-down Oxnard sugar-beet factories were bought up along with
everything else in sight.
By 1985 drug money was being unloaded in every
bank in California, the banks were a ready market and
all were connected and they hubbed in Oxnard. The
surplus cash had turned the state into a major center
of money laundering.
A U.S. Congress House Committee was told by California’s State Attorney General
John Van de Kamp that in 1984 the state’s banks reported a $1.5 billion cash surulus as against five years
before when they had to withdraw $300 million from
the Federal Reserve Deposit Bank to meet customer
demands. A fantastic turnaround. In the Los Angeles
area in 1980 the banks reported a $136 million cash
deficit, in 1984 the same banks had $374 million in
excess cash. In San Francisco over the same period
the banks had a dramatic surplus of more then $1 billion from a $166 million deficit.
Quoting Attorney General Van de Kamp in 1985:
“From ragtag currency exchange houses to the majestic steel-and-glass headquarters of the financial districts banks there is a kind of leukemia of illicit money
in the financial bloodstream of California.
Further,
the available treatment is no match for the disease.”
In 1985 a hooded, convicted “money launderer”
testified before a House Committee. The gangster laid
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it all out, how the drug-cash was manipulated-but
the
politicians did nothing because they were all secretly
taking millions of dollars from the drug dealers.
But now, years later, the so-called political “donations” scam is about to burst. Will the crooks in Washington, D.C. be successful in continuing to cover up
their treason against America and the people??
But, it goes deeper than that-in 1913 the Federal
Reserve System (central bank of the nation) was created. It manages the country’s money supply by controlling the member banks and how much they can loan
out. Then the cash can be legally transferred to anyone they want and then transferred to foreign countries.
California has overtaken Florida as being the hub
for drug-cash laundering. Florida in 1985 had $6 billion delivered to the Federal Reserve.
As much as $100 billion a year (possibly, across
the land, double that) is being delivered to Alan
Greenspan at the Federal Reserve and then co-mingled
and devoured by Robert Rubin at the Treasury Department. And, then it is consumed by their buddies at
Wall Street where their constant scams have the market flipping up and down like a yo-yo, but, only the
insiders know how high and low that yo-yo is goingsometimes it even goes side ways and around and
around. If there is someone who can tell the American people that these two “fine” Mishpucka conspirators, Greenspan and Rubin, don’t know where all those
billions of dollars gushing into the Federal Reserve are
coming from, I would like to hear from you.
In 1987, March Fong Eu, California’s Secretary of
State, decided to run for the U.S. Senate. But, her
husband Henry Eu, a Chinese National and extremely
wealthy Hong Kong businessman, importer-exporter,
refused to make public any of his business holdings or
operations between the U.S. and China. Because of
this, Fong Eu was’forced to withdraw from the Senate
race.
A serious interfere&e into Pregerson’s drug transshipments in Micronesia was occurring by another
Chinese drug-smuggling
organization.
In 1988
Pregerson had scheduled an important meeting with
his Chinese connections in Micronesia to work out the
problem. He was sending one of his oldest, most trusted
henchmen, District Court Judge Irving Hill, to handle
. it.
In January 1989 Judge Hill was tied up in a major
product liability case against G. D. Searle & Co. and
their CV-7 contraceptive device. It was a “high-stakes”
case for both sides, with Searle facing nearly 500 suits
throughout the country and millions of dollars involved.
Hill was scheduled to be in Micronesia in March
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for the meeting. He had also planned a glorious vacation (Oriental girls) in Guam at the same time.
On Januarv 19. 1989, the Searle contraceptive device trial had been proceeding before a jury for over
two weeks-suddenly
Hill declared a mistrial and dismissed the Jury. It was a disaster. The Plaintiff, Laura
McCarthy, who had little money and had spent over
three years waiting to get to trial, broke down and collapsed, crying, when the mistrial was declared.
McCarthy’s lawyers were shocked and outraged by
Judge Irving Hill’s action; quote: “I’ve never heard of
it, I’ve never seen it .happen, it is a denial of fundamental due process to the Plaintiff. It is horrendously
expensive to try these lawsuits, an individual Plaintiff
just can’t afford to do that,” the lawyers said. “You
just can’t afford to do this if courts are going to declare mistrials in the middle of the case because they
have other plans, it’s unprecedented.” But, these lawyers had just never before been up against a Mishpucka
judge who had a “big-drug” deal going and had to be
there. Irving Hill had his bags packed and was on his
way to Micronesia before the poor Plaintiff and her lawyers knew what was happening.
Back in 1946, corrupt Police Sgt. Thomas Bradley
had been the boss of all drug operations in Wattsnow he was Mavor Thomas Bradley of Los Angeles.
California Secretary of State March Fong Eu lived in
Hancock Park, a ritzy, fenced and guarded complexMayor Bradley also lived in Hancock Park. Bradley
knew there was another Chinese drug operation going
on-Fong
Eu handled the U.S. end and her husband,
with his Hong Kong connection, ran the Chinese end.
Somehow a Black ex-con entered the guarded complex; he made his way to Fong Eu’s apartment and Fong
Eu got her throat cut. She lived and, after getting her
head half cut off, she saw the light-she went to work
for Pregerson.
In 1994 March Fong Eu resigned as
California Secretary of State and was appointed by Pres.
Clinton as United States Ambassador to Micronesia.
Matthew Fong, March Fong Eu’s son, a Republican,
was on the powerful State Board of Equalization and
was running for State Controller.
In 1996 before the Presidential election, Johnny
Chung, a California businessman and his co-conspirator John Huang, with the highest of secret Chinese
connections, were spreading millions of dollars of drug
money around at political campaign rallies in California. United States Senators Diane Feinstein and Barbara Boxer were deeply involved in these campaign
fund operations and quietly assisting Pres. Clinton in
ramming through the giveaway of the U.S. Navy Base
at Long Beach, California to the Chinese. Feinstein
for a long time had been interfering with and destroying private citizens’ property rights in the Mojave
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Desert area, some of which boiled down to the closing
of George Air Force Base, an hour’s drive from the
heart of L.A. Thousands of residents of the area lost
their jobs.
But, Mishpucka Senator Feinstein and Boxer had
an answer for that: they arranged for a group of Jew
financiers to lease and control George Air Force Base.
These Mishpucka
financier
associates
of Harry
Pregerson with their deep connections to the Chinese
businessmen arranged for a massive Chinese projectit is called Da Zhong Hua-Wholesale Town, a huge
complex for wholesale and retail sale of Chinese Communist products made by cheap labor in China.
Feinstein and Boxer took the Adelanto residents’ jobs
away by closing George Air Force Base and now they
give the desperate people jobs working for the Chinese
at only a fraction of what they made before-in
a stupor, the American citizens settled for this without putting up a struggle. The treasonous Adelanto Mayor
Thomas Thornburg, working for the Mishpucka finantiers, had conned the people all the way to their graves.
Thousands of Chinese Nationals will come to
Adelanto and bring their families. To make these Chinese feel at home, a traditional Chinese garden will be
built and a proliferation of Chinese restaurants and
theaters showing only Chinese films will appear. The
railroad from the Long Beach docks runs right through
George Air Force Base and the huge crates unloaded
from the ships without inspection will be speedily delivered to Adelanto.
Without being opened, a large percent of the crates,
supposedly wholesale goods, will be sent to distributors throughout both North and South America, Canada
and Mexico. This Chinese cocaine and heroin will be
so cheap that it will put Columbia, Mexico and all the
rest of the drug producers and suppliers totally out of
business. All of us, all the Western Hemisphere will
be working for the Chinese while the real fiends, the
Mishpucka Jew financiers, grin and pull the strings
from behind the scenes.
The Jew financiers also will build a new California International Airport at Adelanto to further distribute the drugs-this
new airport will decimate and
destroy all the businesses relying on LAX. That entire area of L.A. will be financially devastated and hundreds of thousands of jobs will be lost, never to be replaced. The Black areas of Watts which depend on the
economy and jobs stimulated by LAX, will turn totally
to drugs in desperation.
America will have terrible problems that they cannot even imagine, but, the Chinese and Jews will be
laughing all the way to their Federal Reserve Bank and
Wall Street.
The Chinese, Huang and Chung, were delivering
millions of dollars of drug money to Clinton-but,
so
were Pregerson’s close Hollywood associates, David
Geffen, Steven Spielberg and Lew Wasserman, etc., etc.
David Geffen is a miserable homo whose relative in
the drug organization is Federal Judge Ralph Geffen,
one of Pregerson’s right-hand men. Fed. Judge Ralph
Geffen is a close associate of the Internal Revenue Service Commissioner Fred Goldberg; he covers up the
sources of all these Mishpuckas fabulous fortunes. All
of the money these Jews and Chinese donate to political campaign funds is raw cocaine and heroin money
which has to be laundered. They would have extreme
difficulty in proving that this money they gave to
Clinton was earned by them through legitimate business entities. These fabulous fortunes that these people
claim to have made in the music business and movies
is hogwash. They made all their money through drug
deals which they have been involved in for years. There
is an overwhelming influx of extremely wealthy Chinese into the Seattle and Victoria, B.C. areas-all of
these fabulously rich Chinese didn’t make all their
money by selling Chinese noodles in a small restaurant. A Chinese person once confided to me that the
Chinese business people have been known and called,
for years, the Jews of the Orient.
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The Jews have labeled me “anti-Semitic” because
I have exposed their corruption, but now that I have
exposed both the Jews and Chinese as joining in a conspiracy against America, what will they now call me???
Perhaps because the Chinese are known as the Jews of
the Orient they can lump them all together and they
can still call me “anti-Semitic”.
The Jews persecute
White people for so-called Separatism-but
on CNN,
Alan Dershowitz, in a book he has just written, screams
that the Jews are losing their identity because of relationships with people of other races like Ted Danson
and Whoopi Goldberg. Dershowitz and the Jews promote something they call Judeo-Christian
Religion.
But there is no such thing-Christians
believe in
Christ; they cannot believe in the Rabbis at the same
time. Christians should go to their meetings and, at
church and at home, sing that old stirring hymn, Onward Christian Soldiers.
All of the Jews and Chinese people involved in
these so-called Campaign Rallies were dealing in the
laundering of drug money and Washington State now
has its first Chinese Governor, who was so highly financed that he bought it outright.
The sight of President Clinton slipping into Abe
Lincoln’s bedroom in the middle of the night and taking all this unlaundered, bloody drug money from the
likes of Spielberg, Wasserman and Geffen, etc., etc.,
etc., must have poor Old Abe writhing in his grave.
The Mishpucka Jews are fighting madly to prevent
the American people from learning that the Jews from
Russia are a vicious, deadly organization of criminals.
One of the reasons Chief Daryl Gates was removed from
office was because his Intelligence Officers had learned
that the Jews were illegally bringing Jew criminals from
Russia to sabotage America and he had made it public.
On the day after the arrest of Mikail Markhasev, a
Jew from Russia who shot and killed Bill Cosby’s son,
the Jew Controllers of the TV media rushed desparately
to cover it up.
Early in the morning CNN had Laurie Levinson,
what they call a law professor on TV, loudly and repeatedly exclaiming wildly that Markhasev was not a
Jew gang member and that he acted all alone in the
murder. And that it was simply a car thief in an attempted robbery. Chief Willie Williams followed suit,
quote: “It appears that robbery was the motive-it
was
happenstance.
This was a random stop as far as we
know now. It happened to be a man in a car, and the
defendant who is now under arrest happened to come by.”
Chief Willie Williams’ contract is up and he wants
to keep his job so bad that he is threatening to sue the
city. But, the Police Commissioners have fired him.
Willie Williams is lying about the true facts of the case
to cover up the fact that Commissioners
Stanley
Scheinbaum and Ira Glasser are both involved in the
Simpson and Cosby murders. Williams hopes they will
keep him if he helps them cover-up.
Chief Williams claims that Markhasev is a car thief
and that he was robbing Cosby when he shot him.
Williams refused to release Markhasev’s record, but
he has criminal convictions for drugs and assault with
a deadly weapon.
Markhasev comes from an area of heavy settlement
by Jews from Russia-these
are gang members-Irving Rubin has trained them (refer to page 396 of There’s
a Fish in the Courthouse) starting at the age of eight
and ten years with guns and automatic weapons to kill
people. Chief Williams claims that Markhasev was
only looking for a car to steal on the murder night. He
would have the people believe that this guy walked over
twenty miles in the middle of the night through residential areas with cars, everything from Porsches and
Jaguars sitting at the curb waiting to be stolen, but he
kept on walking for miles to an area where there were
no cars at all and just haDDened upon Cosby. Williams
says that Markhasev was looking for a car to steal but,
he didn’t take Cosby’s car-Williams
says he robbed
Cosby but never took anything.
And, after he shot
Cosby he just disappeared.
But, there was someone
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else at the scene: Stephanie Crane was there wearing
an enormous fur coat and a short skirt up to her rear
end. A 47-year-old woman, claiming to be an aspiring
screen writer, a neurotic person who has been married
five times, she claimed she had gotten a phone call
from Ennis Cosby wanting her to come to a lonely spot
and help him change a flat tire. But, inside sources
have revealed that Crane did not arrive alone,
Markhasev was with her and she saw him kill Cosbyshe then drove the killer away and let him out before
returning to the scene and calling the police. Crane
was married to Alex Hirsh, a multimillionaire who was
deeply involved in the Hollywood scene of cocaineheroin and prostitutes which was also Crane’s world.
She was also married to a Hollywood financial operator who along with Hirsh was involved with David
Geffen, Steven Spielberg, Lew Wasserman, Harry
Pregerson and Diane Feinstein and Barbara Boxer, both
California Senators.
Stephanie Crane also said she was waiting for
Ennis Cosby at 1:00 a.m. to come to her place. Certain investigators believe Markhasev was at Crane’s
house waiting to ambush Cosby when she got the call
from Cosby to come help with the tire. Willy Williams is also keeping it very secret as to where
Markhasev got the gun. Crane and her ex-husbands
and her associates were also closely connected to many
of the people involved in the O.J. Simpson case, which
was only a short distance away from Cosby’s murder.
Also, as I told Johnny Cochran over two years ago, if
he didn’t expose the true killers in the Simpson case
instead of trying to frame the police officers that 0. J.
Simpson would lose everything he had and that Robert
Shapiro would end up with his beautiful house. At
this date they are.foreclosing on Simpson to take his
home.
But, the people should think about where is all the
taxpayers money that Clinton is going to spend on the
phony “War Against Drugs” going to go? He has hired
a retired Army General (at a ridiculous sum), who
wouldn’t know a drug dealer on the street if he saw
one. But of course, isn’t that the whole idea-so come
on down to Adelanto, to Da Zhong Hua, Wholesale
Town and get it cheap.
If I was President I would have led off a negotiation with China like this-“You want a base in Long
Beach, Calif.-okay,
you give us Hong Kong, also we
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want a huge International Airport near Beijing then
mavbe we can make a deal.” Then I would have our
Navy, Army, Air Force Commanders, top businessmen
and union leaders study it and see if this would be a
good deal for America. If not, the Chinese would be
out of luck. One more term in the negotiation: If the
Chinese attempted to smuggle any drugs or guns the
agreement would be terminated and no Chinese ships
allowed to dock in America.
But China is still selling all their cheap labor products to Wal-Mart who undersells our American products. However, soon Americans will be able to buy
even cheaper direct from the Chinese stores, and WalMart will be out of business.
Of course all the Wal-Mart employees will be out
of jobs, but don’t worry-like
Adelanto, they can go to
work for the Chinese at slave pay. Yes, they’ll have
jobs but only until China brings all their own people
from China to take over those jobs. Congress and
Clinton are giving America away to the Chinese and
Jews.
Americans, let’s stand up-like our heros of 1776.
I don’t want to work for China; I don’t want my
children and grand children to work for China-I don’t
want America’s economy to be based on cocaine-heroin
and for us to become known as the world’s greatest
dope supplier. What I do want is to take our money
back from Alan GreensDan, smash his Federal Reserve
System (the Central Bank of the Nation)-smash
Fred
Goldberg and his Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and
remove all corrupt federal judges, senators and congressmen who refuse to honor and operate under the
United States Constitution and Bill of Rights. The
people must take immediate action against all corrupt
congressmen who pass Treaties and Bills without read,ing and understanding what is even in them.
Gareth (Gary) L. Wean
P.O. Box 1857
Cave Junction, Or. 97523
Former L.A.P.D. officer, Jan. 1946;
Det. Sgt. Ventura Police Dept.;
Investigator for Los Angeles Dist. Atty. Bureau of
Investigation, Criminal Intelligence Section;
Chief Investigator Ventura County Public Defender,
until 1970.
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WhichPath*DoYou.Take:
The Responsible
Or The Lazv?
J
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IT’S
WHETHER

HATONN

A GLOBAL COMMUNITY
OR NOT YOU MIGHT LIKE

IT!

Where are we today? Are you waiting for me to tell
you? I am doing my appointed job-what
are you
waiting for? Am I in some type of irritation? No, are
YOU? I simply have myriads of topics on my plate
while more pile up awaiting physical fingers to express
my information. And my “fingers” are not well so I am
somewhat hamstrung which, of course, is exactly what
the adversary demands.
So, just get the fingers well? Not so simple, is it,
when the barrage from everyone everywhere s at her?
Readers read exactly what they want to see and perceive
from anything and everything.
I can’t help that attitude for misinterpretation
is your prerogative.
I ask
you (t gain) not to inquire of Dharma for personal
information for she is NOT A PSYCHIC READER.
However, we just get more, and more requests as more
and more of TRUTH is recognized from this resource.
Get informed and you will be as psychic as is anyone
else-especially
regarding yourself. If you want some,‘hing to happen-MAKE
IT HAPPEN for it certainly
does not require my input or Dharma’s.
If you are
doing the right things-YOU
KNOW IT! If not, you
KNOW THAT ALSO.
I do, however, have to speak to some of these topics
for S. Africa. Further, I don’t have time or backup
hands to respond to personal inquiries and, more specifically, to personal/personalpsychic
readings or medical regimens.
I weary of the continual onslaught of
people wanting me to fix their lives, straighten their
“inner children” and, especially, practice medicine
without a license. As with “Lana”, for goodness sakes,
someone send the lady a note and explain that we
CAN-NOT answer her questions for nothing has changed
except more of her inner body has been removed and
she is basically stuck with medical treatments.
Her
body is so out of balance as to be unable to achieve
“healing” unless she attends 100% the program as
outlined.
I can’t cause people to do the things they
don’t want to do, and on again, off again, to suit the
whims of the experiencer, will ndt cut the sickness or
the symptoms. She (Lana) can’t get well until her body
is brought back into some kind of alkaline stability.
She is literally eating herself alive with the acid unbalance. When organs and portions of the body itself are
removed, there is no ability to readjust to the original
operating of anything, be it motor or body. But, when
people, for whatever the excuse, do not fully comply
with any program, you cannot expect a good outcome.
If you are supposed to eat nothing save carrot juice and
you decide you prefer hamburgers and french fires-so
be it. It is YOUR life, reader, and you will do what you
will do and therefore, it will be EXACTLY AS IT WILL
BE.
However, let me tell you something-IF
AND
$HEN you eat those KNOWN destroyers in the face of
“could be” healing programs of intake, YOU ARE
MAKING YOUR CHOICE AS SURELY AS YOU PRE-

TEND TO BE DOING OTHERWISE FOR WHEN YOU
WANT SOMETHING BADLY ENOUGH YOU WILL
ACHIEVE IT.
When we get the Spiritual questions, same thingwe have written thousands upon thousands of pages of
information.
People simply must read the material if
they wish responses for there is not longer going to be
individual responses for I do not plan to lose my scribe
and speaker because people want her to do their homework for them. If they find this invidious or less than
satisfactory, then it is their problem, not ours.
This is not a lack of appreciation to anyone-it
is
just that people seem to relate only to themselves and
we are trying to survive as a species, and individuals
are simply looking at themselves instead of thinking
for selves.
Everyone has to look within and decide what it is
they WANT to have happen, and then make it happen,
and ‘neither I nor anyone else can do that for anyone
else. Even Zita, do you see? She has to release the past
from her existence as IS. She has to forgive self and
others for their parts in her “play” before she can grow
beyond that which she is and has become. She says one
thing-but
is half-living the very things which are
killing her body. She wants things to happen which are
NOT GOING TO HAPPEN with people (individuals)
IN HER LIFE, PAST OR PRESENT. There is no reason
physically that she can’t heal-but she harbors inner
longings for something and for ones who simply have to
be released, and the attention being gleaned is NOT
SATISFYING BUT IS FURTHER GUILT PRODUCING. I only use this as an example for it FITS
EVERYONE’S FEET. Soon, however, people allow
the assault on the body to pass the point of no return. By
this I mean that people dwell in the illness to the extent,
without release of the problems “eating them”, that the
body can no longer reverse the damages acquired.
When this happens, the assumption is that the individual “mind” does not wish to do other than what it is
doing-killing
the body physical. This does NOT mean
that everyone around has to also die to suit the wishes,
albeit they are quite hidden from “some ” intentionally,
behind the facade of pretense (reported by the lips) of
the transitioning party in point.
Remember, please, that illness is the PRIMARY
cop-out of ones who don’t want to do other than what
they consider their limited tasks. I concern because the
diseases are so potent as to slop over onto those who are
debilitated by the daily responsibilities accepted and
then you pour on more from the weaker players and we
have partial failure of our missions--through
sidetracking.
It is extrtmely important to consider self and what
self is going to do-for it will be exactly what is chosen.
You people do, however, seem to have a penchant and
propensity for laying too much onto already overburdened ones because you think they somehow can take
“anything”, keep on taking a licking and then come
right back, ticking. But, readers, life has to also be
“lived” to some “normal” extent or ttie very purpose of
living becomes dimmed and warped. Everyone seems
lo consider themselves to somehow be an EXCEPTION

to every petition I have, especially as regards my speakers and writers. If I ask Dharma to NOT SPEAK today
except when absolutely necessary until we can heal
those lungs, what do I get back? Everyone and their
puppy dog shows up to talk to her and if she doesn’t
respond it comes back, “Well, what’s wrong with you
today? ” , “What’s eating you that makes you cross?“and after this happens a dozen times, the talking resumes and I am without a speaker.
By the way, good friends, YOU DO NOT NEED
DAVID MILLER to accomplish what you need to do. I
asked that Ray Bilger and Bruce, along with any who
WILL WORK SOLIDLY WITH THEM, formulate probable court filings so we can begin to look at them, tune
them up and USE THEM. This means that the “teachers” have to KNOW THEIR SUBJECT, organize and
get with it. People don’t come here to do what somebody else is already doing-we need people who gather
up the goodies and develop them. What you want is
SOMEONE ELSE to take you by the hands and pull you
along-no
more and certainly never less.
What hope do YOU think O.J. Simpson has with
that program his lawyers have now dreamt up, of an
appeal--to, first of all, the same judge yet’? Well, if he
is wanting a mistrial, he is going to the wrong cat, isn’t
he? What are his choices7 Well, he is, for one thing,
building up cases to USE AGAINST THE SCOUNDRELS WHEN HE GETS AROUND TO ACCEPTING
THE COMMON LAW REENTRY WHERE HE CAN
GET SOMETHING ACCOMPLISHED.
DOES EVERYONE HAVE TO GO COMPLETELY “BROKE”
TO UNDERSTAND THE MISERABLE CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH YOU RESIDE7
If you keep waiting, and yes I mean local parties
also, you are going to find that the repayment is going
to be zilch as others wake up before you do and get your
own survival goodies while you continue to pay the bad
debts and feed the sharks. Here, you wait for Gene to
see the light and build the programWHY’? He
doesn’t know as much about COMMON LAW as do any
one of you who have been too busy to study the Constitution and LAW. He was a dedicated attorney in
practice, and knows nothing about other alternatives
except what is accepted and taught. He is trying his
hardest to catch up, but doing things WRONG is not an
answer either. This is especially true when the system
has you trapped within its very shackles.
What to do, say, about such as the gold held by the
court (hopefully still held)? Well, I would have a
COMMON LAW filing ready to file immediately BY
EKKER-EKKER. Until you stop playing according to
THEIR GAME PLAN, you can’t hope to pull out the
gold from their clutches and, moreover, get it released
for use. It doesn’t matter which or what attorneys are
on. your side or against you--the SYSTEM is geared to
CAPTURE THE PRIZE-EVERY
TIME. You can
either do something about this or you can wait until
HELL freezes and then still lose to the corrupted system.
Well, can Dharma do it? Yes, and I suppose that is
what we might have to do-while the funds you need for
suririval and the programs underway are given no atten-
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tion further, from myself or her? (????) You nice
people can’t have it EVERY WAY for she is simply
HUMAN and she is pedaling as fast as she can.
“But,” I get back, “I don’t know what to write to
such as D. Campbell and others who...” Why don’t
you? Is there some miracle in the brain of Dharma? Let
me explain to you, however, that it is important enough
for me to attend IT and, therefore, the rest of you get on
with figuring out COMMON LAW because I do not
intend to let this mission explode because othersare too
timid to get on with getting on. If you don’t know what
to do: GO ASK GOD AND THEN LISTEN!
Even though I continually tell you that “I am not
going to do this or that, for you,” you still WAIT for me
to do it. No thank you. If you want some reasonable
laws BACK into yourjudicial systems-you go do it for
I don’t need your system changed. “Oh-but Dharma
does?” Does she? .Well, a funny thing happened on
the way to Dharma’s graduation-she
chose to write
and speak for God and therefore is not actually too
concerned about the judicial system except as directly keeps her from her appointed tasks. Isn’t that
what lawyers and attorneys are for-to protect the
people PAYING for their services?
People come to this place and then announce they
are “ready for anything...” Oh? Then why aren’t YOU
doing what you are here to do? Or, is it-“1 will serve
anywhere EXCEPT here, there or elsewhere?” Why did
you come if you are not meaning sincerely what you
said in the first place?
I am continually amazed at the attitudes of you who
have chased rainbows all over the world, claiming you
want TRUTH. What do you REALLY want? Certainly
it is NOT “truth”. If you were doing what was worthy
of your level of production-you
would be doing-not
searching-so,
in natural sequence, you were NOT
being fulfilled successfully OR YOU WOULD NOT
HAVE COME TO THIS PLACE! It is foolish to claim
otherwise for you ARE what you PRESENT SELF TO BE.
If you can’t fit into a mold in service-then
why do
you expect us to make you fit? We have neither the time
nor the inclination for causing YOU to do anything. I
am constantly badgered by the call for funds, etc. “Just
send me the money so I can get there, and I’ll be there
to serve.. .n Why? And Say What? If you can’t succeed
WHERE YOU ARE why think you that some miracle
will happen HERE? If you, for instance, come to farm
but cannot farm because you know nothing of farming,
in fact, is that not a lie on the very face of it? If you
insist on running the message factory computer but
can’t type-what
are we doing here? Ah, but everyone
could, if they chose to do so, wash a window. Ah, but
that is evidently not in your job description? Or, you
are allergic to the wash solution7 So be it. What most
want to do is simply lay back and say: “Look how hard
I tried... but...” Oh, I say-1 don’t see where you did
anything more than “try” which is a demand for accomplishment of nothing. “Try” is to “deny”. “Trying” is
a word that indicates intentional failure. It specifically
“says” that you will “try” but you won’t succeed. “Doing” indicates accomplishment.
And, you have to
“make an effort toward, directly, the act of doing and
accomplishment”.
Want to argue about it? Fine,
“arguments” are the same thing as “trying” so it fits the
pattern, doesn’t it?
Opportunity knocks-you
answer the door or you
do not. This seems simple enough doesn’t it? Opportunity and alternatives are CONSTANTLY banging on
your door-but
it doesn’t SEEM to fit your circumstances? Nothing will ever fit your circumstances until
you grab the gusto and run with it. I can also promise
you, further, that until you can prove you can wash,
WELL, a window, you shall most certainly NOT BE
THE CHIEF IN CHARGE OF THE WINDOWS-nor,
as far as I am concerned, ANYTHING ELSE I HAVE
GOING BECAUSE TELLING ME YOU ARE WILLING IS NOT THE SAME THING AS PROVING TO
ME THAT YOU ARE CAPABLE.
Eve,ry ,indivi$tal has to LEARN everythi,ng-from
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suckling to walking-except
the concept of right and
wrong! So, if you wish to play with us, you must learn
to do whatever it is you want to do-and LEARN IT
WELL, or you will simply wait forever for your life to
pass on by.
There are over 7 billion people on your globe now
and half as many corporations (artificial persons) and
yet NOT EVEN ONE OF YOU HAS PRECIPITATED
EVEN ONE CALL FROM SUCH A FAMOUS AND
EASY-TO-FIND MAN AS O.J. SIMPSON TO THE
PEOPLE WHO CAN SOLVE HIS PROBLEM. Oh, you
are waiting for ME to get him so he can lead some
march for you, to change the judicial system? Perish
the thought-for
him also-for he either is real in his
presentation-or
he is a captive liar to himself. His
problems are not my commands for performance and
certainly are NOT Dharma’s.
I find it most interesting that you can move in any
direction and the “waiting” is present-except
in the
New World Order. No moss is growing under the feet
of those would-be Kings. There is a concerted effort
afoot to take the very empires of such as DeBeers,
Oppenheimers, and on and on down the old world
empire lines. However, those people also WAIT for
“what”? They have in front of them their own solutions-even
unto funding and building-and
they wait
because they can’t “be sure” of who “I” might be. Well,
I am TRUTH and their waiting is not my command,
either. Nor is their plight the problem of others around
them who HAVE OFFERED
THEM A WAY
THROUGH.
I will tell you right now, AGAIN, for I told you at
least nine years ago-that
TRUSTS are fixed instruments for take-over. Foreign trusts in the hands of
major financial wizards are even more vulnerable.
THE PLAN FOR FINANCING THE REST OF THE
TAKEOVER BY THE NEW WORLD ORDER-IS TO
CONFISCATE THE TRUSTS-ESPECIALLY
THE
OVERSEAS, OFF-SHORE TRUSTS. It is going to be
far more severe than the Savings and Loan debacles.
In addition, the banks are so “oversold out” of gold
reserves as to be in teeter-totter circumstances regarding total demise of both currency and reserves-even
if
you leave out, altogether, the “collateral” reserves.
Do you realize that it doesn’t matter WHO IS GOD
OR WHAT IS GOD? The point is, what are YOU and
who are YOU?
People wait until something “is proven” or “somebody else makes it work...or...”
No, people, YOU
CREATE THE WAY TO MAKE A THING WORK and
you will win-purely
and simply. After SOMEONE
ELSE discovers the way to make a thing work-IT
BECOMES TOO LATE FOR YOU. Are some of you
going to sit and say that George Bush can make a thing
work-but Nicky Oppenheimer CAN’T? It is the SAME
THING, so if it works for one-IT CAN WORK EVEN
BETTER FOR THE OTHER!
Moreover, whoever is going to tarry forever over
Light, Russell, Ashtley, or Hortense Hopperdink-is
going to still be “waiting” when the dying trumpet
sound evaporates from the face of the Earth. You live
in a physical plane of manifestation and THAT IS
WHERE IT IS AT! You can quibble over Spiritual
aspects of possibilities until that Hell you froze above,
is melted and frozen again. But TRUTH IS-and
TRUTH IS WHAT IT IS. There is simply NO WAY that
you can make the LIE-TRUTH!
Therefore, is it not
wise to work toward securing
the physical aspects of moving
sequences
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LOSE EVERYTHING YOU “THINK” YOU NEED’?
Percentage-wise you risk more than this, relatively,
every minute of your days.
You want us-who offer something in exchange for
your help and participation-TO
PROVE SOMETHING
AS REGARDS WHAT WE CLAIM. WHY? YOU
DON’T EXPECT ANY “BUSINESS KING-PIN” TO
OFFER YOU ANYTHING OTHER THAN CERTAIN
LOSS. We offer you Truth, the Light, and the Wayand you want PROOF? You’ve got it! You just don’t
want to bother to change an iota of either your opinions
or your ways.
I have been told that these attitudes don’t endear
me to people. I am not here to be endearing to people.
I have no ‘wish to “endear” myself to anyone or any
thing. Most of your attitudes don’t endear you to meeither. In this very instance I can repeat what I have
noted prior to now: it is as with money or gold-neither
are good or bad. Men can be good or bad in intent,
nothing more. Money (gold) simply IS AND IT IS,
FURTHER, ONLY IMPORTANT TO THE EXTENT
YOU DON’T HAVE IT. I am interested PERSONALLY in that which is TRUTH-but
not pa titularly
relative to the School of Truth, the Univers.ty of Science and Philosophy, Southern Methodist ‘Jniversity,
Baylor Baptist University, Notre Dame, oi any other
ENTITY. No matter what they believe or espouse-it
doesn’t make an iota of difference IN TRUTH. On the
other hand, neither does the working of the world,
especially financially, revolve around their attitudes or
mine about Spirituality. I need to make contacts-and
I use the appropriate conduits to make those contacts.
Those with whom I eventually communicate-offer
service, or simply interchange, and have nothing to do
with one corporation entity or another-other
than as a
joint venture to accomplish our necessary work&:
tools. Whoever works with me, however, IS GOINC
TO MERIT GREAT REWARDS because that is the wa:
God returns service. If you plan to misuse, as you might
perceive a personal attitude, the abundance-THAT,
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN ISBETWEEN YC’L’AND
GOD AND IS NONE OF MY BUSINESS. More bluntly
af
you fund a contract of the money variety-I
have absolutely NO INTEREST in what you do with
your earnings. I am NOT here to save the world and
if you think YOU ARE, then perhaps you had best
reconsider very carefully your self-appointed positioning. I DO NOT HAVE TO BECOME MY ADVERSARY TO WORK WITH MY ADVERSARY
FOR I HAVE ALREADY ACHIEVED TEAT
WHICH IS MINE AND THEREFORE WE CAN
‘TALK COMMITMENTS AND AGREEMENTSWITHOUT SPIRITUAL INTRIGUE OF ONE KXND
OROTHER
You who go forth and demand that “my way is the
only way”- ERR. Your way, at best, is only one 7billionth of THE way. The problem at present is that
only about one hundredth of one percent even knows
what in the heck IS THE GAME. I even go further in
that I don’t need to argue or debate THE way. What you
think of me or my teachings IS NONE OF MY BUSINESS. Would I, for instance, help raise funds for such
as, say, Native American Gaming? Of course, for I
have no appointment with the destiny of deciding man’s
mind-set-I
AM, simply that and nothing more. You
have to deal with your attitudes because YOU don’t
really have “time” to deal with only MINE. What do
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YOU want? Never mind what it is that I WANT. And
remember that usually what you CLAIM you want has
Jthing to do with what you REALLY WANT.
Another point I would like to make is that I suggest
you not TREAT ME as some kind of “Holy Grail” for
your filling so that I somehow dump back on you the
contents of my cup. You need to make up your minds
that which you ARE and then, only then, will what I
AM be acceptable unto you. You want some pious
miracle-worker to spout goodies like water from the
endless fountain. That is your problem, readers, NOT
MINE. God provides a pure and wondrous fountain of
endless sweet water for your taking-but
HE is not
going to hold you down and pour it down your gullet.
HE IS NOT GOING TO OFFER YOU A COP-OUT
EXCUSE FOR IRRESPONSIBILITY LIKE A RAPTURE TO HEAVEN FOR POOR EXPRESSION IN
YOUR JOURNEY. YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR
YOURSELF AND YOUR DIRECTION WITH SOUL,
AND SOME MURDERED MAN IS NOT GOING TO
SAVE ANYTHING OF YOURS. Being responsible or
irresponsible is your singular choice in behavior AND
INTENT. I have no business bending your “will” into
being “my will”. We can work and glean from the same
field-without
becoming either THE field or the product of the growings in the field.
I can only remind you and remind you and, again,
remind you: Man is what he has become because he has
become faint of heart in spirit. And as Esu “Jesus”
Sananda said so well, “If man is faint of heart in spirit,
so are his laws faint-hearted and are like heresy. If man
is presumptuous and disregards the Commandments
and Laws of The Creation and of God, he is forced to
bring forth his own laws which are full of mistakes and
lead him astray. Laws and commandments made accordir g to men produce murder and evil, and evil will
spread and gain control, and man no longer has any
power over it. Commandments and laws arevalid only
if they are derived from wisdom and logic. But logic
requires wisdom and perception.”

So be it, and may you be given to realize that there
is a difference in YOUR OPINION and that which IS.
And, furthermore, when you tire of that which “is”,
then and only then will you take actions in precipitating change in any direction you so choose that change
to reflect-GOOD
OR BAD. YOUR ACTIONS AND
INTENTIONS ARE, HOWEVER, NOT MY INTENTIONS OR ACTIONS-OR
MY BUSINESS. I have
NOTHING to PROVE-but perhaps it is time for you to
prove.your intentions for, until you activate your GOOD
INTENTIONS, you reflect nothing save possibly the
negative aspects of your intent.
Is it hard to fathom that which I spiel out here for
your breakfast cereal?
Why? Mankind does NOT
WANT TO KNOW TRUTH, for with Truth comes acts
of responsibility
and it appears that mankind only
wishes to hide from responsibility. So be it for it is your
life, friend, NOT MINE. You can go whereto ye shallbut your demand is not my command-and
I do not
have to GO WITH YOU. Furthermore, until you assume responsibility for self and getting informed-I
don’t need you in my space, and when you understand
that YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR YOU, only then
will you begin to stop your blathering and start your
creating that which is glorious. Ifyou want to die-die.
If you want to live-live.
But don’t dump your living
or dying onto MY PLATE. I offer; it is up to you to take
and use as you will. Responsibility is the name of
GOD’S primary game and you can make it or blow itthat is the SECRET of the game.
Dharma feels so bad within when she can’t seem to
get every individual answered, even to the most absurd
requests. Why? Because she feels that if ones write to
her to get something to me, it somehow involves her.
The facts are that she is correct for if a person writes to
me through her-the
assumption is that the ANSWER
WILL ALSO COME VIA HER. Sorry about that for if
this offends you-then
you haven’t done your homework and that simply is the way it is.
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So, with these things in uppermost mind, we need
o close this for our treadmill continues to run and drag
is along. I choose to not allow it to further damage our
Iains.
Wherefrom, as a good problem for consideration,
lo YOU intend or “think” will come your next pay:heck? Oh? How do you perceive that? If you are
iepending on ME, I suggest you get busy and find a way
o get to work on “getting” and stop waiting for me to
rind YOUR WAY FOR YOU. What have YOU done to
:ontinue this journey as is? No, others cannot and
SHOULD NOT continue to shoulder YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES.
And by the way, people, don’t have
waited three to nine years to produce a positive turn of
3n event-when
the original event should never have
Deen allowed to HAPPEN in the first place. You are not
3 success if it takes you years to accomplish that which
should have been handled in the first place. If you wait
long enough, people, to do your job-everyone
will be
dead and gone-including
you.
I am sick of excuses of why you “didn’t win”. I
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want a win in every category-and
why would I want or
expect less? You expect production and continuation of
input from me-is it less I should ask of YOU? THERE
IS NO FREE RIDE AND IT IS JUST ABOUT TIME
FOR THE TRAVELERS TO START PAYING FOR
THEIR RIDES UP TO NOW. PERHAPS ALL THOSE
FREE LUNCHES YOU THOUGHT YOU WERE GETTING-ARE
GOING TO DEMAND A LOT OF YOU
NOW! !
“Well,” you say, “...it takes time and I just haven’t
quite got it yet...!” So, why don’t you have it yet? The
information and way to go has been dumped all over
you and you haven’t seen fit to gather it unto selves. So,
again, that is YOUR problem, not mine, for there is no
magic cure for what ails you. Another’s miracle IS
NOT YOUR CURE. Now, you who understand what I
mean-God
bless you. You who don’t seem to get it,
God forgive you for your lies unto self. And, if I seem
to insult you-remember
something important: It is
intentional.
Salu.
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Let these Truths be self-evidenced
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of the Old
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Guard

Herrman-Herman

civil government’s sovereignty (the people), from being overthrown by the Communist Fourth Reich “U.S.
Federal Government”, now in active process.
I sincerely hope you are paying close attention on
this cloning fiasco. U.S. Representative Tom Harkin
and others think this is just G-R-E-A-T! He states, “I
can’t wait to see human cloning!” Yep, he said it right
there on federal property!

THINK

.PreservationOf The IntegrityOf TheWhiteHouse
3/11/97

GRANDMA

Long Beach, California, while knowing said Chinese
government shipping facility would be used for sellFellow Americans, the alleged preservation of the
ing arms, dealing in arms sales, while not being subintegrity of the White House is pure bunkum. How- ject to American laws.
ever, the Federal Regulations on confiscation of real
(F) Giving away of American Treasury Trust
property (homes, lands, autos, etc.) under these so- monies to foreign bankers (Federal Reserve), and lycalled federal common laws as published for 30 days ing to the American people, stating the nation is in
before becoming law are in all probability the only
debt.
reason the Attorney General (Janet Reno) is trying to
The inmates have control of the asylum, and I refigure out: How in the Hell do I confiscate the White
ally don’t care who knows it! This crap is like watchHouse?! Now, I need to answer Representative Rogers
ing a daily Soap, and the players are the U.S. Governand others as to what is the cite of law on the crimes
ment! This is outrageous! What is going on in that
committed by this administration and employees reWhite House, in the U.S. Congress and Senate, is govsiding therein!
ernment out of control, with drunks, drug addicts, child
Frankly, when Ms. Reno refused to answer the
abusers, drug pushers, arms dealers, criminals, crooks,
Budget Committee upon being asked “Is taking or mob rule, persons who do not know the difference besoliciting money on federal property a crime, and if tween right and wrong, and those who absolutely dare
so, will you please tell which crime or which law covthe American people to say anything, or do anything
ers this crime?“, I was as shocked as the committee
about it. And no matter how hard the people try, no
members who asked the honorable question, by Ms. remedy occurs or trickles down from Washington, DisReno’s marked disrespect, and outright contempt for
trict of Crooks and Criminals. Instead, they sell off
the Committee.
American soil, which by law they cannot do (Monroe
Ms. Reno refused to answer the question as to what
Doctrine and the Constitution of the United States).
laws had been broken, alleging that an “investigation
Then they allow armed foreign troops on American soil
was ongoing, and even to mention a law would hinder
while in the interim, both U.S. Houses (and Ms. Janet
the investigation?”
Reno) are passing laws and disarming the American
Ms. Reno would have absolutely no difficulty in people. Folks, this is serious stuff here! We are being
seeking out and identifying the laws if she would just
overthrown from within! And our leaders are behind
walk over to her wall library, and pick up 18 U.S.C.
it all!
(Title 18), and throw the entire book at the White
Yesterday morning we watched television news,
House crew!
and the moderator was discussing “possible cloning of
Now, as to preserving the integrity of the White
mummified Egyptian pharaohs”. What next? Cultism
House. For Heaven’s sake, the White House is not of is rampant in-our
capacity to do anything. It is not a real person. It is Representative
and
made of wood, brick, mortar, stone and has a bunch
Legislative bodies of
of antique furnishings (including a few secret panels
government.
The
here and there). It cannot commit a crime. However,
President has openly
those crooks, criminals, communists and treasonists
laughed
at
the
occupying the White House, did commit crimes in vioAmerican
people
lation of the Smith Act, thereby knowingly, willingly,
when asked about
willfully and wantonly attempting to overthrow the
concentration
Government (people) of the United States.
camps, and foreign
The attempt to overthrow the Government of the
troops on our soil,
United States (the people) is evidenced by:
Sarah
by
(1) Selling off American soil to foreign nations,
McClendon.
The
violating the Monroe Doctrine, the North American
President
and his
Alliance, the Alliance of Pan American Nations, the
executive office of
Constitution of the United States, subsequent treaties
committed men and
with the sovereign territorial civil government so said
women should be
territorial states of the Union of Republics, by:
impeached and tried
(A) Selling off Holloman Air Force Base to a for treason the old-foreign nation, i.e., Germany.
fashioned constituf& cLnN/Nf(B) Allowing the forbidden lodging of armed
tional way!
The
foreign troops on American soil.
same goes for both
(C) Allowing concentration camps and creU.S. Houses and any
matoriums to be built with body disposal capacity of governors or state rep3,000-plus daily.
resentatives who have
(D) Disposing of the Presidio, and lodging a gone along with this.
known Communist, international leader (Gorbachev)
Yes, it can be
to set up operations on said Presidio military base.
done. Frankly, there
(E) Taking bribes and favoring a notorious,
is no other way than
internationally
known Communist
government
this, to save this na(China), to buy and set up an armed military base in tion or this nation’s

ABOUT

THIS!

How many of you are aware of the fact that there is
a brain bank (I think it is in the Siberian region) in
Russia, which holds the brains of such persons as
Lennin, Stalin, Hitler (after he died here just about 4
years ago), and hundreds of more just like them,
all sitting there safe and secure, ready for cloning for
the Fourth Reich leadership.
And that’s the facts,
folks!
I wrote a long time ago that I thought the Government cloned my husband. I also stated where they excavated his vital body fluids (the photos exist). Also,
I told you, he was very high up (military rank), and
was’involved in the Blacks Beach Government Cloning Facility. The U.S. Government has been cloning
for years at that Military installation.
Well, about 4-5 weeks ago, I saw my husband, and
a (deceased) scientist friend of his named Chuck. (They
had previously worked together at Blacks Beach Laboratory, just inland from Coronado in the San Diego
area.) Both men were leaving Scott Air Base in a White
Cherokee with Washington State plates. My husband
looked to be around 45 years of age and was in full
U.S. officer’s uniform, winter weight. I drove along
side them for about 3 miles. He did not recognize me,
and I think it was because he was so much younger
and I am getting old. Also, my weight leaves me at a
size he would not be familiar with.
Women know their men, just as they do their children, and that’s a fact! I do not care who belie ‘es me,
or who does not, but I saw my husband as clear bs I see
this word processor sitting here in front of me!

THINK

ABOUT

Grandma Herrman-Herman

IT!
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Durham

TheSleeping
Are

Tigers

Stirring

ceptable to the Jewishpeople, the others will remain
slaves. These arc, to the Jewish People, the goYim or
Back in the 196Os, President John Kennedy was gentile, which in old Hebrew means less than a Pig.
told the United States would fall from within, and not Incidentally, pigs are unclean and unholy to the Jewa single shot would be fired. Everyone laughed, and ish People and must not be associated with, or indulged.
In other words the new seedlings will be the workers
said, “impossible.”
or
slaves to the Jewish People. (I know from whence I
This is no longer a laughing matter. While Amerispeak.
I was married to a Jewishmale, and paid dearly
cans were being sold drugs in the classrooms, locker
rooms, on the golf courses, in country clubs, yacht as a gentiles as has my ‘On.)
Once again, as I have so many times stated before,
clubs, cloak rooms and men’s rooms at court houses, a
I
am
not anti-Semitic-I
am Semitic.
secondary pincer military tactical advance was being
Also,
I
am
anti-un-American
activities!
made through Psy-Wars.
Psy-Wars (psychological warfare used by governments when one government wants to overthrow the
other) began in the United States with a fervor, unknown to the American people who structured their
STRANGLEHOLD
OT\J
governments and judiciary with a built-in equality in
the courts and a sense>of fair play. In other words even
the suckers got an even break with our ethical and
moral sense of fair play. (Hell, even the mob had ethits in those days, and believe it or not some of them
had morals.)
The International
Bar Association controls the
This nation was known universally as a nation of
American
or
National
Bar
Association. The Bar Asmorals and ethics. We were law abiding, peace loving, peace keeping, honorable, and considerate for sociation is not a recognized entity. It is a carefully
other fellow men and we were iespected and envied organized group comprised almost in its entirety of
and enjoyed a reputation as honorable people. Now, Jewish Bar members. This organized group determines
we are the most hated nation on the globe. Our lives which laws can be enforced at the bench, and which
are in danger anywhere we go. We must ask ourselves ones to deny (specifically the Constitution of the United
States and the Bill or Rights). In court after court
what in the Hell happened to cause all this?!
The United States Government no longer represents across this land, they deny the Law of the Land to the
the people. Agents of other nations and special inter- people! These bar associations are not licensed to do
est groups have overthrown the government of the business nor registered with any secretary of state, or
people, while our elected leaders are paid to pass laws licensed to conduct the practice of law.
repugnant to the Constitution and keep the people from
a common defense of nation, person, and properties.
Unfair and unequal representation exists in the
House and Senate. Our Christian,government has been
overthrown
by Jewish persons.
Jewish attorney
Dershowitz proudly announced tb the public at large:
Jews now control Congress and the Judicial Systemthey have arrived. According to Mr. Dershowitz, 92%
are Jewish.
Mr. Dershowitz even suggests intermarriage
to
absorb Christianity through the children of these mixed
In 1927, the German Bar Association was used to
marriages, insisting Jewish beliefs must flourish for it
is the real culture of basically divine origin! (What overthrow the old Constitution of Germany. Almost
about separation of church and state mandated in our in entirety, the German Bar Association was comprised
Constitution?)
of Jewish persons. After the overthrow about two thouWhat Mr. Dershowitz did not explain to the public sand men and several hundred women had been appreat large is the “Seed of Israel”. The most hated thing hended at the beginning of the extraordinary pacificaas related to the Seed of Israel is the fact that one drop tion actions. Most of them already had been summarily
of gentile blood taints the entire seed, and it is no sentenced, a Nazi euphemism for liquidation. A seclonger considered pure stock, or a pure seed. Further- ond batch of intellectuals was then being rounded up
more, if the mother is gentile the seed is discounted for summary sentence. This went on in every nation
and cast aside. However, if the mother is Jewish the after the people had been disarmed under the guise of
seed is perfected. Only those perfected seeds are a~- (1) joblessness creating large movements of people from
3/21/97

V.K. DURHAM
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OUR LAWS,
IN OUR COURTS

THE RISE AND FALL OF
THE THIRD REICH
(It’s time all of you
re-read the book)
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nation to nation seeking jobs to earn money to feed
their families; (2) the joblessness allegedly created
criminal activity and armed violence; (3) the people
were disarmed under an alleged peace agreement; and
(4) old constitutions became burdensome and cumbersome and it became necessary to summarily do away
with, or overthrow them.
Cleansing by fire originated in Sumaria (a historic
origin of Mara or Maria, which controlled the seas),
and then transferred to Phoenicia which became Maritime or Rhodian Law (the Law of the Sea), which had
a code (this is in Admiralty Law Book One): “The
Law of the Sea prevails, as long as there are no other
” The only la& which can stop the
present encroachment
of the Sea Laws (Admiralty
Laws), is the Constitution of the United States, and
our terrltorlal state treaties with the civil government
~~et~~l~~:tates.
Do yourselves a favor once and for all, go pick up
your Bible, and turn to Revelation, chapter 3, verses
9-11. Read them carefully. Then, research Higgins
and Unger’s Bible Dictionaries. Look up the word Jew.
YOU will find, upon careful research, the term Jew was
applied to the tribes of Judah and Benjamin (the wolf).
They were slaughtered whi,le they slept in their beds,
in Palestine. This is the reason for the present furor
for Jewish occupation of Palestine. They must, before
the Messiah returns, have the Palestinian power seat.
The power seat is Palestine. The Jewish people as we
know them today are not those who possessed the COVenant with God. These are the ones who broke God’s
covenants with Abraham, Solomon, and David. They
are not that which they profess. They are the assimilators. They have assimilated the role of the Jewish
people, those who were slaughtered while they slept in
their beds; and their temples of God were desecrated
by fire and sexual rituals. These are the Ashkenazithe merciless, barbaric, ritualistic holocausting (burning with fire) remnants of Sumaria, asrimilated into
and with the tribes of Levi. This is the barbaric, merciless, ritualistic tribe of Israel. These Levites take
great pride in their ability in law, war and overthrowing laws and nations’ laws. Mr. Dershowitz knows
this to be true; he is a Levite. He also knows history is
documented. He also knows that he and others repre-
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senting themselves as Jews, are not Jews. The Arab
nations know this also. Americans are the only ones
asleep at the switches, with a runaway government,
out of control.
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THE LORD ALMIGHTY
SAYS: YE SHALL KNOW
THEM BY THEIR DEEDS
LET’S LOOK AT THE
COSCO (CHINESE)
PAYOFF LISTS OF
JEWISH PERSONS
IN THE U.S. HOUSES &
EXECUTIVE
BRANCH
Almost without exception, those on the payoff lists
are Jewish. It matters not if the monies are returned
after the deeds of selling out of the nations through
legislative and executive resolutions, executive orders,
treaties, alliances, GATT and NAFTA. The deed has
been done. The deed by act is treason.
Treason defined:
When two or more persons
conspire to overthrow the Government of the United
States (the government [people] of the Article IX and
X-defined government).
This is in no way to be
confused with the U.S. Government (the contracted
parties to the Government of the United States). The
daily misinformation
passed on by the major news
media allege that a war must be in progress before
treason can be invoked! Woops! Excuse me! Treason
is treason!
When elected officials take bribes, pass laws to
accommodate
corruption,
allow silent invasion of
foreign nations into and onto American soil, pass laws
to protect disarming of the American people to keep
the American people from the ability of self defense or
common self defense of their communities or nation,
while knowing arms and drugs are being illegally
brought into the nation and distributed on our streets,
and pass laws to protect the perpetrators, while
denying rights to the people, in court after court, with
our laws held hostage by an organized Jewish Bar
Association, with further hostaging of our laws by the
President of the United States, who passes Executive
Orders which circumvent
a lawful Congress, to
protect vested and special interest groups, with special committees, appointed by the President, all of
whom are Jewish and does so under the Federal
Advisory Committee Act which in itself is a repugnancy
to the Constitution, then you know We-the-People have
been sold down the river. This FACADE allows a
dictatorship unparalleled in any historic past of any
nation! This is treason; Congress is responsible for
this SNAFU (situation normal: all fouled up).
It is up to Congress to repeal the Federal Advisory
Committee Act, and make order from chaos! That,
ladies and gentlemen, is where the shoe fits! Congress
must by law rescind, repeal, impeach, and try acts of
treason pursuant to the constitutional
guidelines of
treason. In the event they choose not to do so, I fear
many an honorable, conscientious representative of the
people will be judged, and tried with the same treason
brush, by the people. I, for one, would hate to see this
happen-but
as sure as the daylight comes, and is
followed by night, it will happen. The sleeping tiger
will be awakened.
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International Bankers
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Gov’tSapYou
Are
Expend
You Are Expendable
Your government believes it owns your body and had/has a
right to perform experiments on you at will as if you were nothing more than a Guinea Pig. It sounds like something out of
Nazi Germany that Hitler would have done. Without your knowledge and consent, your government can experiment on you, kill
you, or even worse, give you an incurable desease, at any time it
wants to use you as its subject for its biological and chemical
warfare experiments. Your government has put the Protocols into
law in Title 50 of the United States Code, Section 1520. See the
law below and judge for yourself.
CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WARFARE 50 USCS 5 1521
X11,Part C, 97 Stat. 695, and not as part of Act NOV. 19, 1969, P. L.
91-121, Title IV, 83 Stat. 209, which generally comprises this chapter.
51520. Use of human subjects for testing of chemical or
biological agents by Department of Defense; accounting to congressional committees with respect to experiments and studies; notification of local civilian officials
(a) Not later than thirty days after final approval within the
Department of Defense of plans for any experiment or study to be
conducted by the Department of Defense, whether directly or under contract, involving the use of human subjects for the testing
of Chemical or biological agents, the Secretary of Defense shall
supply the Commiittees on Armed Services of the Senate and
t&use of Representatives with a full accounting of such plans for
such experiment or study, and such experiment or study may then
be conducted only after the expiration of the thirty-day period
beginning
on the date such accounting is received by such
committees.
(b)(l) The Secretary of Defense may not conduct any test or
experiment involving the use of any chemical or biological agent
on civilian populations unless local civilian officials in the area
in which the test or experiment is to be conducted are notified in
advance of such test or experiment, and such test or experiment
may then be conducted only after the expiration of the thirty-day
period beginning on the date of such notification.
(2) Paragraph
(1) shall apply to tests and experiments conducted by Depanment
of Defense personnel and tests and experiments conducted on behalf of the Department of Defense by contractors.
(July 30, 1977, P.L. 95-79, Title VIII, 5 808, 91 Stat. 334;
Dec. 21, 1982, P.L. 97-375, Title II, $203(a)(l), 96 Stat. 1822.)

HISTORY; ANCILLARY LAWS
AND DIRECTIVES
Explanatory notes:
This section was not enacted as part of Act Nov. 19, 1969,
P. L. 91-121,Title IV, Q 409, 83 Stat. 209, which comprises this
chapter.
Amendments:
1982. Act Dec. 21, 1982, in subset. (a), deleted para. (1)
which read:
“The Secretary or Defense shall supply the Committees on
Armed Services or the Senate and House of Representatives, no1
later than October 1 of each year, a full accounting of all
experiments and studies conducted by the Department of
Defense in the preceding twelve-month period, whether directly
or under contract, which involve the use of human subjects for
the testing of chemincal or biological agents.“, and in para. (2),
deleted “(2)” before “Not later than”.
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Why WeNeedA SW

U.S..Population

And How We G&aA&eve It
Weneedasmallerpopulationinordertohaltthe
destruction of our environment, and to create an
cconomythatwillbes&ain&k
over the very long
We are trying to address our steadily worsening
environmental pmbkms without coming to grips with
theii root cause - overpopulation.
If present immigration and fertility rates
continue, our popohtion, now over 264 million,
will pass 400 million by the year 2050 - and still
be growing rapidly!
All efforts to save our environment will
ultimately be futile unless we not only halt U.S.
population growth. but reverse it, so that our
population can eventually be stabilized at a
sustahmbk level - far lower than it is today.
The Optimum U.S. Population Size
The central issue is surely this: At what size
should we seek to stabilize U.S. population? Unless
we know in what direction we should be headed, how
can we possibly devise sensible policies to get us
there?
The size at which our population is eventually
stabilized is supremely important because of the effect
of sheer numbers of people on such vitally important
national goals as a healthy environment, and a
sustainable economy.
We believe these goals can best be achieved with
a U.S. population in the range of 125 to 150 million,
or about its size in the 1940s. This optimum size could
be reached in about three to four generations if we do
two things now that ” well within our grasp.
How To Get There
1. Impose restrictions on immigration that would
halt illegal immigration, and cap legal immigration at
not over 100,000 per year, including all relatives,
refugees and asylew. That alone would sharply slow
our growth.

2. Lower oar ktility rate (the average number of
children per woman) from the present 2.0 to around
1.S and maintain it at that level for several decades.
We believe that non-coercive financial incentiveswill
he necessary in order to math that goal.
If almost all women had no more than two
children, our fertility rate would drop to around
1.5, because many women remain childless by choice,
or choose to have not more than one child. We
promote the ideal of the two&ild maximumfamily
as the social norm, because that ls the key to
lowering our fertility.
Incentives to Lower Fertility
NPG proposes these incentives to motivate
parents to have no more than two children:
. Eliminate the present Federal income tax exemption
for dependent children born after a specified date.
l

l

Give a Federal income tax credit only to those
parents who have not more than two children.
Those with three or more would lose the credil
entirely.
Give an annual cash grant to low income parents
who pay little or no income tax, and who have no
more than two children. Those with three or more
children would lose the cash grant entirely.

Two Vastly Different Paths Lie Before Us
With the reductions in immigration and fezlit)
we advocate, our nation could start now on the pa6
toward a sustainable, and prosperous, population 01
125 to 150 million.
Without such a program, we am almost certaif
to continue our mindless, headlong rush down OUI
current path. That path is leading us straighttowarc
catastrophic population levels that can only devsststc
our environment, and produce universal poverty in I
crowded, polluted nation.

To learn more about NPG’s recommendationfor programs &signed to halt. and eventually to revem, U.S.
and worls population growth. write today for our FREE BROCHURE.
NPG is a national nonprofit organization founded in 1972. We are 1he only organization that c8lb for a
smaller U.S. and world population,and recommendsspecfic.,realisticmeasurestoaehkvothoaegopis.

NegativePopulationGrowth,Inc.
P.O. Box 1206,210 The Plaza.Suite 7K. Teaneck, NJ 0766

Foreign Affairs magazine
March/April
1996
(Council on Foreign Relations)
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Offers.
Journey -To
- Health
What

S/26/95

Should

SANDRA TULANIAN. D.C.

The times in which we live in do not afford us the
opportunity to keep life simple enough that health can
be taken for granted by just ingesting foo,d and water.
The game rules have been changed by bureaucrats
(directed by crooks higher up the ladder) who dictate
questionable farming practices which, when added to
the already choking pollutions of our atmosphere and
water, end up depleting the soil, the food supply, plus
the air & water we breathe, of many of the essential
nutrients that would otherwise allow our bodies to
function optimally.
Aside from a core of products that New Gaia carries
which will be discussed further on in this article, two
brand new products are being offered that are extremely
important to present first. They are GaiaCol and
OxySol. GaiaCol is a combination of Colloidal Silver,
Trace Colloidal Gold and Trace Crystalline Drias.
This combination of ingredients has produced a product that is SO high-frequency and potent that it could
quite possibly be the solution to our ongoing fight
against the new antibiotic-resistant
diseases that we
face today. Colloidal Silver was used extensively and
very successfully against bacteria, virus, fungi and the
like before the advent of the first antibiotic, penicillin;
and the uses for Colloidal Gold at that time were just
beginning to present themselves. Once the chemical
companies began manufacturing the myriad of antibiotics, silver and gold were no longer looked to for
treatment. Interestingly, the antibiotics that they were
producing had no effect on the more resistant viruses,
fungi and parasites yet this did not stop the medical
community from prescribing these dNgS regardless of
the type of infection. Now we face new generations of
bacteria that are completely resistant to any antibiotics
merely due to antibiotic overprescribing and resultant
survival-of-the-fittest
bacteria.
Research has demonstrated that Colloidal Silver is
non-toxic to humans and allows no known diseasecausing organism to live in its presence.
With the
addition of Trace Colloidal Gold and Trace Crystalline
Drias, the frequency of GaiaCol is r,emarkably enhanced to allow these newer, more powerful viruses and
bacteria to be eliminated. GaiaCol is gentle enough to
use topically on just about any skin, hair, or mouth
condition without fear of toxicity and is outstanding for
burns. For internal use it is recommended to maintain
with 3-4 drops, 3-4 times per day under the tongue and
if an infection is present, start with 1 teaspoon the first
day and then lo-12 drops, 3-4 times per day under the
tongue until the infection clears. Important: Due to the
powerful nature of this product, friendly bacteria can be
affected so it is advisable to replace the natural
intestional
flora with some type of acidophilus/
lactobacilus supplement daily or, at the leaset, when
symptons are noted (symptoms may include cramps,
bloating, diarrhea/constipation
and a general feeling of
malaise).
Please note that this product is said to be perfectly

We Be Taking?

safe for children and pets and can be taken with other
medications without incident. Colloidal Silver is not
addictive and the body does not build up a tolerance to
it. For your information only, Colloidal Siver has been
used effectively on the following: acne, conjunctivitis,
allergies, rheumatoid arthritis, bladder inflammation,
venereal diseases, eczema, appendicitis, boils, cancer,
candida, otitis media, prostate problems, whooping
cough, ulcers, plus many, many others. GaiaCol can
also be used to wet wound dressings and bandages and
help heal cuts, scratches, abrasions, fever blisters, etc.
There is a myriad of uses for this product which makes
GaiaCol, in my opinion, one of the most exciting and
valuable products on the market today.
OrySol contains Colloidal Silver and Trace Colloida1 Gold but has Hydrogen Peroxide (food grade) and
other trace minerals to add a new dimension to the
effects. Organisms that have plagued us for centuries
may be destroyed using this product but the new, more
resistant strains will require the higher frequency
GaiaCol. When added to water, the OxySol will help
to purify, which makes this ideal for taking to restaurants or for travel. When taken with GaiaCol you get
a two-fold e:Tect of combating foreign invaders and
providing a greater oxygen content for the health of the
cells from the Hydrogen Peroxide. OrySol is wonderful topically as well, but is not advised for burns (use
GaiaCol for burns).
The trace minerals found in
OxySol are vital to our health because the nutrients that
were once taken for granted in our vegetables and fruits
have been systematically farmed out of our soil. These
trace minerals need to be replaced, otherwise our bodies continue to be open season for aggressive bugs.
Another use for OxySol is to rid the oral cavity of
harmful bacteria by brushing your teeth with 4 drops
Oxysol on your toothbrush or use as a mouthwash or
gargle. The recommended amount to take daily for
system clearing is 6-10 drops, 3 times a day on an empty
stomach. If taken with GaiaCoI, reduce both daily
requirements in half. If you are adding OxySol to your
water, just add l-2 drops in each glass of water. Both
OxySol and GaiaCol are very powerful additions to our
pursuit of health.
Without these “food”-based essential nutrients our
immune systems and bodyphysiologies are sitting ducks
for any attack-from
chemical and biological “warfare” practices, to increased nuclear radiation pollution, as well as from other high-energy photon bombardment as this planet prepares itself for the upcoming changes.
It is up to every individual to take personal responsibility for their health and prioritize the needs their
bodies may have at this time as well as pay special
I hope to
attention to the needs of their children.
describe here some good products available to you so
that your search for a basic, complete arsenal against
disease can come to an end.
New Gaia has presented many products to the
public that you can pick or choose for individual needs.
But there is a core of products, which should be taken

regularly, that is felt to be essential to health and well
being. These products are: Gaiandriana, AquaGaia,
Gaialyte, Kombucha Tea, Kombucha Vinegar,
CarbraGaia, GaiaCleanse Program, Cblorella, Spelt,
and 3-In-l. Each of these provides a service to the body
that is a necessary assistant to the other. We will
discuss each one individually to provide you with the
information you need to understand why these items are
necessary.
The physiology of the body is basically governed by
the actions and programming found within the cell.
The cells make up the tissues of the body, the tissues
make up the organs such as the heart or liver which, in
turn, make up the organ systems that work in harmony
with each other to keep the entire body functioning. If
the cell structure has been altered or is malfunctioning
(for whatever reason), every organ system is affected.
To what degree they are affected depends on the offending substance that has caused the cell’s breakdown or
the length of time that cell has been subjected to abuse.
Gaiandriana is a product that is said to help
correct the faulty programming that has occurred at the
cell level by correcting into perfection the cell% DNA/
RNA blueprint. Viruses, unlike bacteria, have the ability to fuse with the DNA strand within the cell, creating
a mutation to that cell. By perfecting the DNA/RNA
blueprint, the cell may be returned to a level of vitality
which allows it to fight off an incoming virus and
maintain the homeostasis within the cell and, in turn,
within the organ systems.
This is essential for the immune organ system,
because without healthy cells that can fight off offenders like free radicals, viruses, and cumulative levels of
radiation, the immune system is overtaxed to the point
of exhaustion-eventually
leading to dis-ease.
Another benefit from consuming Gaiandriana is its ability and nature to thrive on the invisible, higher photon
frequencies
which are bombarding
us daily.
Gaiandriana is able to speed up the frequency levels of
the cells to more nearly match the energies pouring in
and assaulting the body. This, in turn, can offer a twofold benefit: One benefit is the ability of the cell to
withstand and actually adapt to these otherwise damaging energies; the other benefit is to help protect ourselves from mind manipulation through pulse beams
that are irradiating mankind relentlessly.
Originally
the dose was 10 drops, 3 times per day, under the
tongue. However, with the growing number of “manufactured” epidemics and other stepped-up plans for our
demise by the Elite, perhaps more is better. One ounce
or more per day may produce faster and more effective
results.
AquaGaia was introduced to benefit the mitochondria system that lies within the cell. The mitochondria
is the energy producer of the cell and is essential to
convert the food we eat into usable cell fuel and tO
produce enzymes that are absolutely necessary for surviva1 of the body system.
AquaGaia is also said to feed on vessel plaques
adhering to blood vessel linings. Most all of us, by the
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age of twenty, have plaques developing on the arterial
walls due to the American diet that is filled with
saturated fats, high protein, white flour products, and
limited consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables.
This product provides added fuel to any compromised
system to assist in strengthening the immune system, as
well as cleaning out blood vessels and enhancing the
pliability of the vessel walls throughout the body. Both
Gaiandriana
and AquaGaia work in harmony to
strengthen and eliminate mutations of all cells by
working together within the cell structure itself.
Another product that you will find essential in your
daily regime is Gaialyte. This is a fully integrated
electrolyte
liquid that is brought forth from the
Kombucha Tea. The combination of tea and juice,
vitamins, minerals, Gingko Biloba, Echinacea, Chlorella, oxygenators, Aloe Vera and Gaiandriana are a
powerful combination that helps boost energy levels as
well as provides electrolyte balance within the body to
help enhance the performance of the Gaiandriana
within the cells. Electrolytes are substances which
dissociate into ions in solution and thus become capable of conducting electricity. The balance of these
electrolytes in the body will aid in the protection from
the various high-frequency energies that we are now
subjected to as well as enhance the effectiveness of all
the other products you are consuming for your health.
Another beverage that should be taken in a dose of
approximately 8 ounces per day is the “Tea Breeze”
Kombucha Tea. Enough can not be said about this
fermented drink from the mushroom fungus found long
ago by a prominent Japanese woman in a town called
Kargasok, Russia. What she found amongst these villagers astounded her. The women were virtually without wrinkles or other signs of aging and the overall
population was comprised of unusually healthy people.
She was told that these people drank 8 ounces of
Kombucha Tea daily.
She brought the mushroom
fungus back to Japan and, today, over a million Japanese people drink the fermented tea daily. With the
high content of special proteins and enzymes, this tea
is said to reduce cholesterol, restore hair growth,
strengthen eyesight, help insomnia, aid in weight reduction, help with allergies, bronchitis, asthma and a
myriad of other debilitating conditions including the
prevention of certain cancers.
While these are claims from people who have used
or researched the product, it would simply be prudent to
regard Kombucha Tea as a must to add to your daily
health regime. Many people make their own tea with
the mushroom that is available through New Gaia
Products, but for those of us with limited time, the
ready-made tea in the l-liter and 2-liter bottles is both
delicious and convenient. Try mixing the tea with the
Gaialyte and your favorite juice, orjust drink it straight.
There is a Kombucha Vinegar that has been developed which offers similar properties to unpasteurized
apple cider vinegar, which has been used for centuries
to care for all types of ailments. This product packs a
punch when fighting off the common cold and is great
as a digestive aid. Many are using this product in their
salad dressings or other recipes to enhance the nutrition that their families receive.
While Kombucha
Vinegar is not recommended for canning or preserving, it certainly is recommknded for general consump.tion.
!
CarbraGaia is the membrane that is found in the
mushroom fungus of the Kombucha Tea bathed in a
nurturing amniotic-like fluid of Gaiandriana to aid
the body in repair of connective tissue. This product
- was designed to replace the need for Shark Cartilage
supplement, which has been well researched and documented in recent years and which is said to program the
body to never develop cancer tumors. By mixing one
teaspoon in to any of the above mentioned drinks, you
add one more weapon to your arsenal in the quest to
build the immune system to its optimum healthy state.
.A 14-day program called GaiaCleanse has been
developed that assists in the elimination of the nasty
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and destructive parasites found within the body. Very
few people realize the kinds and types of diseases that
these parasites can contribute to, such as Cancer, AIDS,
Hepatitis, Hodgkin’s Disease, Diabetes, just to name a
few. There have been reports that people have been
able to turn their conditions around by utilizing a
program such as the GaiaCleanse Program to eliminate the myriads of parasites, such as flukes, keeping
house in their internal organs.
The beauty of this program is that 14 days every 3
months is all that is required to insure abody that is free
of most parasites.
The GaiaCleanse line includes
tinctures that can be mixed in any one of the above
There is also an intestinal
beverages or in juice.
cleanse that comes in the kit to ensure proper elimination and cleansing during the two weeks. These steps
to health are important if one is to realize optimum
health within the cellular structure and organ tissues of
the body.
Chlorella is a single-celled, fresh-water algae which
is a nutritionally balanced whole food that is extremely
high in protein (60%) and contains more than 20
essential vitamins and minerals, 19 of the 22 essential
and non-essential amino acids, enzymes, plus Chlorella growth factor. The combination of these factors
results in a product that has been found to be excellent
in the healing of wounds, injuries and ulcers, immune
strengthening, age retardation, protection against radiation, normalizing digestion and bowel function, and
protection against toxic pollutants, to name but a few of
the benefits.
Chlorella is a rich source of chlorophyll, which is
extremely effective in controlling body odor both internally and externally. The suggested daily consumption
is 3 grams per day, but dosages should be adjusted to
your individual
needs. Many times the alkaline
reserves in the body are so depleted that Chlorella, in
larger doses, is warranted.
Moreover, because of its superb food value, Chlorella is an important addition to anyone’s emergency
food storage stash.
As part of an ongoing nutritious diet, the grain of
Spelt (Triticum Spelta) should be added to every diet in
replacement of the standard wheat grain. Spelt is
superior to wheat in that it contains more protein, crude
fiber, and fats than wheat. It also contains special
carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides) which help stimulate the all-important immune system.
Many people who are allergic to wheat find Spelt to
be easily digestible.
What is most exciting is the
delicious nutty flavor that Spelt offers to any baking
needs. Another advantage of Spelt is the large amount
of vitamin B-17 found in the grain (also known as
Laetrile) which has a reputation for retarding cancerous cell growth and aiding in the healing of other
serious illnesses. Spelt also has an exceptionally thick
husk around the center grain, which protects it from all
kinds of pollutants and insects far better than happens
with other grains. The Spelt grain can be ground up
into flour and used in any recipe where flour is required. New Gaia offers the whole Spelt grain bread
mixes, or the grain itself to be ground into flour, or the
flour already milled for your convenience. This simple
addition to your family’s diet can provide a wealth of
extra nutrition for your loved ones as well as a great
taste experience.
The last product I wish to discuss is a newer
product of which you may not be fully aware. Many of
you have heard of the latest craze using a product called
“Pycnogenols”. Pycnogenol comes from the bark of the
pine tree and is said to have remarkable anti-oxidant
properties that are aiding in the relief of a number of
chronic conditions. The 3-In-1 product offered by New
Gaio has been found to be superior to Pycnogenol. The
research that has been conducted on the elements found
in Pine Bark were primarily conducted on Grape Seed
Extract because this, too, had the components that
offered the superior anti-oxidant protection.
What was discovered is that the Grape Seed Extract
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was even superior to the Pine Bark in that it contains a
higher level and higher potency of OPCs (Oligomeric
proanthocyanidins) which are the active ingredient for
free-radical scavenging.
These OPCs found in the
Grape Seed Extract are known for their instant
bioavailability to seek out nasty free radicals and produce rapid counter-effect results. While no claims are
here being made for the healing qualities of any product, the OPCs found in Grape Seed Extract have been
identified with: Anti-aging protection, improved vision, decrease in wrinkles, resistance to mental deterioration, reduced risk of heart disease, reduced risk of
stroke, enhanced immune system, faster healing, subdued PMS, and reduced inflammation of arthritis.
The other substances found in 3-In-l are Ester-C
and Aloe Vera. Ester-C is found to get into the blood
stream faster and in larger amounts than other forms of
vitamin C and wastes only a fraction of what other
vitamin C products lose through elimination; It is also
found to penetrate white blood cells more efficiently,
which is necessary for their metabolism. There is also
a reduction, if not an elimination, of the side effects
from the acidity of regular Vitamin C because Ester C
has a neutral pH. Each capsule also contains 150 mgs.
of Aloe Vera which is the equivalent of one-and-onehalf ounces of natural Aloe Vera juice. Excerpted from
an article by John C. Pittman, M.D., we read:
“Acemannan, a mucopolysaccharide,
is a long-chain
sugar which is found as an active ingredient in Cold
Processed Whole Leaf Aloe. It interjects itself into all
cell membranes. This causes an increase in the fluidity
and permeability of the membrane, allowing toxins .to
flow out of the cell more easily and nutrients to enter
the cell. The net result may improve cellular metabolism throughout the body, resulting in a boost of energy
production.”
These three powerful ingredients are found in one
product called 3-In-l. It is a potent product that should
be utilized by anyone suffering from a rhronic condition or for those wishing to maximize the functioning
of their immune system on a day-to-day basis.
All the above products discussed:
OxySol,
GaiaCol,
Gaiandriana,
AquaGaia,
Gaialyte,
Kombucha Tea, Kombucha Vinegar, CarbraGaia,
GaiaCleanse, Chlorella, Spelt and 3-In-1 can be the
keys to a healthier and more vibrant life by reinvigorating the immune system, increasing the metabolic activity of the cells, providing more complete nourishment
to allow the organ systems to function in harmony with
one another, and to increase our bodies’ overall frequency levels to withstand the onslaught of various
high-frequency energies that are thrown our way. These
products work synergistically together to maximize the
effects of each product.
Of course, right thinking, right exercise, and right
eating are absolutely necessary to add to any health
regime, but the benefits and gifts found within these
various products are priceless to our well being in this
high-stress world.

New Gaia
Products
l(SOO)NEW-GAIA
(639-4242)
for information and
a free catalog
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Gaia Products

* SHIPPING 8t I
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
WY, NV
96.00
P
O-l 00
f 101-200
$7.00
$8.00
S 201-300
$9.00
s 301-400
s 401-500
s10.00
$11 .oo
S Sol-600
l

ANDLING RATES:
FOR THE REST OF
CONTINENTAL USA
58.00
99.00
s10.00
$11 .oo
$12.00
$13.00

I 1o%z
S 201-300
s 301-400
s 401-500
S Sol-600

ALASKA I HAWAII PLEA5E CALL FOR SHtPPfNC RATES

ltreet Address

State/Prov.

Xv/Town

l!u?IL
+* For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for fates.
++ For Priority Mail to any locatlons. please call for rates.
l * All Foreign orders, please contact our office In writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
l + When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.

Zip Code

jaytime Phone No.
CreditCard No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGESAND MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING

I

iignature For Credit Card Orders

&$$

Item
uyvl”

Uululit&ondria)

16.Z.
BPU.

s 20.00
s 40.00

16u.
320x.

s 40.00

(FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)

MELLOREAM
“3 IN 1” GIW’E
“4 IN 1”Wlu)VAM
A-GE AntWxidant

1 mw

I s

1602.

KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
CARBRAGAIA

I

?-

8.2.

3.25 Ib

BEVERAGEPOWDER

SEED EXTRACT
___---_
!ACl
EXlR---

6Oc*pBuLEs
GO-

GAlAcLEANSL

SlS.oo
-----

3.50

$ 6.00
$ 6.00

I

I

I

NICOTINE-

l-l

$ 48.00

Pa

CAFFEINE-

S

6.00
each

ALCOHOL-

SUCROSESTARCH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*..............

_

$15.00

&ASORB

.. ..

NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

-

46HITACHI (HBl 01) BREAD MACHINE

$18.00
I

Formula

CHLOREUA
ECHINACU
GAlATRIM
GINKGO Bl,,

lrprrVP~?RDDMH
KIT
mmpwutswldsqwW&-dlbr#uke8

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND
I

S 8.50

1$22.00

Amount

‘RR UNfT

GULF WAR SYNDROME “syarla u/t”

$ 8.50

Plitar

PRICE

Item

s 20.00

1 maw

KOmBUCHA TEA BREEZE

Qty. Amount

I

(FACTORVMEWlStKD/REFURlUSHED)

I

-

3OOT-/S001

-

.

r

._w .,

OWE ILOLIKE LEAFEXTA

$

2.50

$

5.00

$

10.00

-

t

5.09

-

-

$ 12.50

-

s 130.00

-

*MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1BoltklCwamdrkaa(1qt.)

L 80.00

2Bonks6aiaLyte(2~aach)

Silvewith-iraceminerals&lkaceGbld16~.
susperkledin a distiBedwater lluid
32~.
GAlAGolD

GAlA DHW
GAIA cu-29

202.
16~.
32 u

Gold

Colloidal Dehgdroepiwulrvstenme
Colloidal Copper
__

Colloidal Titanium
GAIA Tl-22
GAlALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121+t
OXVSOL
Trace minerals & to//o/da/ Wver
suspended

in Hydrogen

Peroxide

2 oz.
202.
2 u
Pu.
16s

3kMlCROWATER TYELECTROLYSIS

) 96.00
s20.00
$112.00
$192.00

ALKALINE/ACIDIC

VORTEX

WATER SVSTEM

il lOO.Ot

$

KIT

8.00

-

-

-

-

f 20.00

s 10.00
i lo.00
$ 8.00
$45.00
s 75.00

PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order form!
WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR A& New Cain Products.
+k FOR PROGRAM
STARTING
PACKAGES
and
MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD MACBINE, BREAD PRODUCTS and MICROWATER
ELECTROLYSIS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.

Please make all checks and
money orders payable toz

New Guiu
TM.

t+oducts

P.O. Box 27710

Las Vegas
NV 89126

I TATAI
I”IrnL
SHIPPING 81HANDLING
;;;E;yz

Nevada Residents only: add 7!16

TOTAL ENCLOSED

i
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THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED 38. THE DARK CHARADE
THE
Phoenix
Journals
AND HAVE BEEN 39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. I
WRITTEN
TO ASSIST
MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONG-STANDING
DECEPTIONS
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. II
AND OTHER
MATTERS
CRITICAL
TO HIS
SURVIVAL
AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME. 41. THE DESTRUCT1oN
OF A
PLANET-ZIONISM
IS RACISM
SINGLE Journals
ARE $6.00; ANY 4 JoumaLr
42.UNHOLY ALLIANCE
ARE $5.50 EACH, 10 OR MORE Journals
ARE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
SS.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.)
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. Il
l * These
marked Journals are out of stock until
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
further notice.
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME
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IMMANUEL,
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50. THE DIVIN-E PLAN VOL. I
3. SPACE-GATE,
THE VEIL REMOVED
5 1. TANGLED WEBS V0L.W
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
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5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
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THE PIT OF FIRE
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BEAT!
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX
60.AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
l l 15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
61.PUPPY-DOG TALES
l‘16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
l * 17. THE NAKED
PHOENIX
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
l*lS. BLOOD AND ASHES
64.TO ALL MY CHILDREN
**lg. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
l*20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
66. ULTIMATE
PSYCHOPOLITICS
21. CREATION,THESACREDUNIVERSE
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
22. PLEIADESCONNECTION
VOL I
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
l*23. BURNT OFFERINGS
69. TATTERED PAGES
“24.
SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
71. COALESCENCE
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